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was on one year probation which
to move fast. They tried to jail
"inciting to riot" and "speaking
Issued by Hayakawa. Attorney
Mad Dog Axelrod, away, and

MINISTER OF EDUCATION
GEORGE MURRAY
APOLITICAL PRISONER
ln the fall of 1967 theimprisonmentofHuey P. Newton began a new
era of polltical prison,.s. People went to prison during the "civil
rights", "intergration' , and ''equality" era from 1957, beginning
with the Montgomery bus boycott, up to 1965 when the Watts revolt
brought an abrupt end to the ''civil rights" (whatever these two
words meant) fight.
Although people were arrested during the civil rights era,
many of the people who wem to prison were kept there for a relatively short time, The people who went to prison, went to shake the
conscience of America -- to make the racist look at themselves.
Many people filled the jails voluntarily, hoping to force America's
racist, capitalist and imperialst system to accept Black people as
equals, Whites went to jail to ease their feelings of guilt of being
identffied with the power structure. Blacks went to jail to be accepted by the power structure. Both, the whites and Blacks, said
they wanted ''freedom"' and "equality"' for Black people.
After the end of the civil rights era came the peace march era
in which masses of people, mostly white, mobilized and mirched
in the major cities across the country to show the racist, capitalist,
and imperialist power structure of the country that they were against
the genocidal war perpetrated against the Vietnamese people by
imperialism. The peace march era was from 1965 to 1968. During
this time many political prisoners were incarcerated by the U.S.
military. There were young men from poor and oppressed background, who after entering the military, began to identify with
the oppressed Vietnamese people. To mention a few, there were
the Fort Hood Titree -- one Black, one Brown, and one White -all from poor backgrounds who were made political prisoners
for refusing to go to Vietnam and kill Vietnamese people for the
Chase Manhattan Bank, Bank of America, Standard Oil, Douglas
Aircraft and all the other racist, capitalist, imperialist monsters of this country, Lockman and Davis -- one Black and one
White -- also refused to kill the oppressed people of Vietnam
and were railroaded into the stockade at the Presidio. The stockades of the military establishment are filled with political prisoners waiting to be railroaded into federal.prisons. The ''civil
rights" era and the peace march era produced two distinct types
of polticial prisoners.
There is now a third type of political prisoner -- people who
have been imprisoned for the political theory that they have developed and put into practice. Huey P. Newton and George Murray
exemplify this last type, They teach that all men have an inalienable right to self determination -- the people have the right to
determine their own political, economic, and social destinies.
When Huey and George went forth to put this into practice, they
informed the people that they had the right to defend themselves
against all oppressors. Huey told the oppressed people that even
the second amendment of this racist, capitalist, imperialist country's
constitution gave people the right to bear arms. The white bourgeoisie who wrote this amendment into the constitution in 1787
were not thinking of Black people bearing arms at that time. So
Huey and George became political prisoners for asking Black
people to exercise their rights as granted by the second amendment. The racist power structure couldn't condone the thought of
Black Panther Party.
On October 26, 1968 George Murray spoke in the Commons at
San Francisco State College. He said that all students should defend themselves against racist teachers and administrators on and off
campus. The press, which is of course controlled by the power
structure, stated that George Murray told students to bring guns
co school -- a bareface lie.
The election was near and Mickey Mouse Rafferty and Pig Head
Dumke needed a scapegoat to get thme some votes. Mickey Mouse
wanted to be a senator and Pig Head wanted to be appointed to
crickey Dickie Nixon's cabinet as Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare. The two pig political aspirants suspended George
Murray (without the consent of Smith, th~ president of SFSC)
hoping the racist reactionary votes would come in like a landslide. Tricky Dickie won the election, bur didn't want Pig Head
Dumke. Mickey Mouse Rafferty was defeated by a luckewarm
liberal named Cranston. George was systematically used by racist
politicians for their own ends,
Racist Alioto and Pig Cahill had to find a way to put George
in prison fast because he was developing as one of the most articulate spokesmen for oppressed people in the country. George

to end in April, so the racists had
him for violation of probation for
at an illegal rally"' on a warrant
Charles Garry blew ;he iudee
they had to let George keep his

freedom, The racist followed George everywhere. They had to
but him for something before his probation was up.
On a rainy night while George and another brother were driving
on the Bayshore Freeway on their way to Palo Alto, they noticed
a car following them. They saw that it was a Highway Patrol vehicle.
When George and his friend turned off the freeway, a Sheriffs patrol
car came off the ramp, made a ''U'' turn, and started following them.
The pigs were playing cat and mouse. Suddenly eight pig patrol
cars converged on George and his campanion. They put their
357 magnums to George and his campanion's heads and said, "If
you move, we will blow your brains out." Another pig said that he
saw George with a gun. The pigs hand cuffed George and his friend
and put them in a patrol car. While they were in the car, a highway
patrol pig walked up with a gun saying he had found it in George's
car. George had never seen the gun before. Either the pig planted
it or merely made up the story about finding it.
Attorney Charles Garry cross-examined the pig who said he had
found the gun in George's car, and the pig claimed that he haci\
seen George with the gun before they vamped on him. Garry completely destroyed the legal validity of the pig's story, but that
didn't matter as far as Axelrod was concerned. He had a reason
to imprison George. Axelrod showed the pepple, by making an
example of George Murray, that there is nor such thing as a fair
and impartial trial in this oppressive country. George Murray
was jailed as a probation violator without a trial of any kind.
George's crime was that he had a political theory that he put into
practice and was influencing too many people,
George Murray could have been the kind of "negro" the racist
wanted him to be. He could have been a successful ''negro" who
pulled himself up by his own bootstraps and all that typical American
racist rhetoric. He was one of 14 children born in Mississippi,
raised in the church, ordained a minister at a young age, earned
a B.A. degree at a young age, and is at present only a few units
shy of earning his masters. He could be working on his Ph. D.,
probably at Stanford, and teaching Shakespearean literature like
a model ••negro". George Murray decided instead to become what
Huey P, Newton calls a dedicated revolutionist -- "an ox to be
ridden by the people".
There may be many pollitical prisoners in the future, but no
matter how many George Murrays this oppressive government
jails, it can never stop the people if the people put the principles
of self-determination into practice.
Power to the People
Terry Collins

SPEECH BY
THE MINISTER
OF EDUCATION
(recorded at the Huey P. Newton
Birthday Benefit Celebration, February 16, 1969)
It's difficult to come behind
Baby "D'. But if there's anyone
who can approach coming behind
Baby 'D', it's the next person on
the program. And he is the person
who is setting the pace nationally
and internationally on the college
campus. Because it was George
Murray, the Minister of Education of the Black Panther Party
who was given the inspiration and
contributed much to the leadership of the Third World Liberation Movement on the campus of
San Francisco State College and
which has spread across the face
of this country and across the face
of this world. So 1 give you now,
Minister of Education of the Black
Panther Party, Mr. George Murray.
It's very good to be here with
the brothers and sisters tonight.
And it is a very happy occasion
that we are here on. We were
talking today earlier to some
members of the Third Worldcommunity in Sacramento. And we
were talking about the sacrifii;:e
that the Minister of Defense, Huey
P. Newton of the Black Panther
Party, and the significance of that
sacrifice to the movement in the
Uqited States. And we were marveling at the fact that although the

Party has been estabUshed around
three years, the principle that the
Black Panther Party was established upon has spread throughout
the United States. And everywhere
in the United States today the
people are beginning to understand
that "all power belongs to the
people" and that "political power
comes through the barrel of a gun,''
And it is because of principles
like those two that we just stated
that the Black Panther Party means
SO much to the people and the sacrifice made for the people by the
Minister of Defense has such great
significance.
If we check out what has been
happening in the United States
within the last three years, then
we will understand that the force
that the movement has today began
with the impetus that was given
to the movement by the Minister
of Defense of the Black Panther
Party, Huey P. Newton. And we
do not have that much to say except that it is only necessary for us
to follow the examples of the Minister of Defense; to follow the example of Alprentice "Bunchy"
Carter: to follow the example of
Uttle Bobby Hutton; to follow the
example of the Chairman of the
Party, Bobby Seale; to follow the
example of the Minister of Information, Eldridge Cleaver. And if
we do those things, then we will
be a peoples' warrior. We do not
need many speech makers today:
but we need a people who will
establish the principles, following the examples of the brothers
that we just mentioned, along with
other brothers who fought and gone
down in the wor Id.
It is absolutely necessary for
everybody here to participate in
making the revolution. It is not
sufficient for, let's say, 10£ ofthe
people in the audience tonight to
accept the principles upon which
the Party was founded and just
about 10% co car-ry it out. It is
necessary for all of us to be
peoples' warriors, because the
situation that the people are involv.
ed in is one that is hellisP, one
that is totally destructiv' to the
people. And it's up to u~o change
it.

The Minister of Defense has, a:s
we said earlier, made a very great
sacrifJce -- sacrificing his blood
in the streets of West Oakland,
sacriflclhg the most beautiful part
of a person's life which has sometimes been called a person's
"youth'' for the people in the
penitentiary. But we know that his
sacrifice had been to great avail.
It has meant very much to the
people because the entire impetus
for the movement, especially at
San Francisco State, especially in
the Bay Area, especially in California, especially throughout the
country, the mark, the pace has
been set by the Minister of Defense and the general membership
of the Black Panther Party. And
we must be very thankful to the
Minister of Defense and to the
Chairman, Bobby Seale for their
courage to organize the people
around such principles. Because
it was 15 "crazy niggers'' in
North Oakland that stood up with
the gun and saying that, "political
power comes through the barrel
of a gun" that spreadedthat message throughout the western hemisphere. especially throughout the
imperialist domains of North
America. And it is up to each one
of us here and everybody that we
know to continue co wage the struggle. And it ls in the interest of the•
continuence of the struggle that
this program was presented tonight,
The Minister of Defense said
in the tape that was played here
earlier that we must find excuses
to come together as we have tonight in order to reassure each
other of our solidarity and at the
same time understand that we must
be self-reliant. We cannot look
to the National Liberation Front
of Viet Nam or our Cuban brothers or the brothers that are fighting on the various fronts in Africa
to wage the struggle and bring
about the changes that hav_e to be
brought about here in the United
States, It is up to us to make the
revolution, t~ break the system,
to smash it, shattet it, and destroy it, as brother Leniu said,
and to LIBERATE TiiE PEOPLE.
(applause). And this can only be
done through actions based upon
some of the pfiinciples that we
chose to fight upon at San Francisco State, which we were caught
about the Black Panther Party,
those principles being:
-- a fight to the death to end
"white supremacy" and racism,
-- a fight to the death to make
sure that all the peoples of the
Third World, all human beings in
the world have a right to determine their social, andeducational,
and economic, and political destiny,
- and the third principle upon
which we are fighting ls the principle that was stated by the Minister of lnformation, brother Eldridge Cleaver, when he said,
'"ALL POWER TOTI-IE PEOPLE."
If we fight on the basis of those
three principles, then all the medicine, all of the wealth, all the
natural resources, all the mansions, all the power will be returned to the people. And it'S absolutely necessary for us to continue to engage in the struggle.
Tonight we must leave here with
a new determination that we're
going to resolutely follow the example of the Minister of Defense.
And therefore at this time we'd
like to bring to you brother Masai,
the brother who is leading the
chapter in Los Angeles, California
where our Deputy Minister of Information and Deputy Minister of
Defense were murdered. And this
brother has stood up in the cultural nationalist jungle of Los
Angeles to defy the power structure, to defy the cultural naturalists, the lackies, the black pigs of
the power structure to let them
know that the vanguard, the Black
Panther Party is here to stay and
we're going to lead the people in a
victorlous struggle. ALL POWER
TO TI-IE PEOPLE (applause).
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SID WALTON
RESIGNS
Dr. Harold T . Santee, Supt.
Palo Alto United School District
25 Churchill Avenue
Palo Alto, California 9430>
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H uey P. Newton and Attorney Charles Garry

NO JUSTICE FOR BLACK PEOPLE

Thursday night in Berke ley,
Charles Garry, Chief attorney for
the Black Panther Party, addressed members of the A.C.L.U. and
an all white audience.
Attorney Garry gave a ver y
scintillating speech on Black
Justice . Stating that Black Justice
ts the equivalent to no justice.
Garry followed up by saying, • 'he
w.3s surprised that there weren' t
any pe~~le from the Black Com munity. He also mentioned that
the judicia l system in the United
States was corrupt , and so long
as white America s its by and
a llows it to happen, that Black
people and other oppressed people
could never have jllstice.
From listening to Garry it
1 should have become very clear
that the A.C.L.U. must begin to
attack the Pig judicial system ,
that has proven case after case
the only justice in racist Americ~

is for the Pig, by the Pig, and
of the Pig. Eighty percent of the
people that appear in court are
mi nor ities . Fr eedom is seldom
granted. This is why point #8
s tates ••we want freedom for all
Black men held in federal , state,
county and city prisons andjatls.''
We believe that all Black people
should be released from the many
jails and prisons because they
have not received a fair and impartial trial. And point # 9 which
reads, ''We want all Black people
when brought to trial to be tried
In court by a jury of their peer
group or people from their Black
communities, as defined by the
Constitution of the United States."
We believe that the courts should
follow the United States Constitution so that Black people will
receive fair trials. The 14th
Amendment of the United States
Constitution gives a man a right

Towards A
New Unionism

This is an introduction to a
ing as the focus for a REALIGNseries of articles which will deal MENT to include the more militant
with Unionism in this country.
unionists, the millions of people
Where It' s been, whereitis,where who would like to see a genuinely
it must go. It is important to
indigenous LABO,Jt-RADICAL counderstand the economic exploitaalltion movement in this country.
tion as the basis for the political Such a union could enrich its inner
structure in a capitalistic society.
We, raising the political, intellecI wlll attempt to deal not only tual and cultural levels of its
with the thsory of Unionism but
membership, rooting outalltraces
will offer suggestions as co' how
of racial prejudice and fiercely
this theory can be implemented.
guarding its democratic tradition.
This country needs a new kind
What is most disturbing about the
of union, one that will maintain
current situation in Labor and what
the virtues of the older unions but
constitutes the greatest possible
wlll take the lead in reacting to the
source of bureaucrfltic malformaproblems that have arisen in the
tion is that, there is no significant
last 15 years. This new union would
opposition to the leadership, REVbe as revolutionary and ready for
OLUTION NOT EVOLUTION. The
struggle as the ClO unions in the
people must organize caucuses indays of its birth; and as revellious
side their union, and take over its
and libertarian in spirit as the old
leadership by winning its elections,
'f\VW. Here are some of the things ·11-!AT IS PRACTICE.
it might do to solve the problems
Kenny Horston
that's plaguing the labor movement
Director
today:
Black Panther Caucus,
It must orient itseU toward an
U.A,W,
independent role in politics, serv-

to be tried by his peer group . A
peer is a person from a similar
economic , social, religious, geographical, environmental, historical and racll background , To do
this the court will be forced "to
select a jury from the Black community from which the Black defendant came. We have been, and
are being , tried by all- white juries
that have no understanding of the
"average reasoning man" of the
Black community , orwhythe Black
Panther Party exists, Did Huey
Newton receive a fair trial ?
You must begin to retaliate
against the forces that are oppressing the people. Because
Ronnie Baby is not half-stepplnl
Black people must begiri to partic,ipate as juror s. What Racist
America fails to realize is that
America is slowly crumbling at
her feet, and that Black people
will accelerate this process, be-

cause they're not asking for anymor e handouts , they're going after
what belongs to them.
Garry told the people that these
last 18 months have been the
most frustrating in his illustrious
31 year career , dating back to 1938.
Even Bobby Dylan's "Mr. Jones"
could have understood what Garry
was referring to. Obviously he
was talking about the Black
Panther Party and the constant
harrassment that they have re ceived from the'' Pig Power structure. And Huey P. Newton, whom
Garry describes, "as the most
lovable human being he has ever
met.' ' And how the Pig Power
structure railroaded him to prison. And how the judiciary sys tem moved against Eldridge
Cleaver's constitutional right to
due process of law and the presumption ,5;1f innocence . Justice
comes hard, "What are we going
to do?''

Dick Gregory Loses Appeal
Dick Gregory, Black comedian
and civil rights leader, lost an
appeal to the Supreme Court today
challenging his conviction in a
Chicago street sit-in demonstration.
Mr. Gregory contended that he
had been tried illegally because a
juror who had said she did not
, ''believe in demonstrations'' and
that they ''do not have a pr~per
place in our society"' had been
allowed to participate.
Mr. Gregory was convicted of
resisting a peace officer and of
other charges in April, 1966 . and
sentenced to five months in prison
and a $1,400fine. The sentence was
postponed for his appeal.
The high court made no comment
in refusing to hear Mr. Gregory's
case.
The comedian-writer was one of
about 300 people who sat down at
the intersection of Balbo and Columbus streets in Chicago on the
afternoon of June 11, 1965, scoppir,g
trafllc.
The Appellate Court of Illinois,
ruling against Mr. Gregory last
May, said he had kicked and bitten
policeman who had told him to
get up.

tt

,

Dear Dr. Santee:
At the urging of the Black Community I came to Palo Alto with
the belief that this community
which nestles in the shadows of
Stanford University was ready to
develop a meaningful program
designed to create multi-racial
understanding and human interaction.
From the very beginning 1 have
been honest with Palo Alto, and
even though I havebeencondemned
for my stand, at no time have l
regretted that 1 said, "Free", and
that I support the platform and
program of the Black Panther
Party.
It was my sincere hope to achieve
the implementation of the Multicultural Activities Program by
way of student and teacher involvement, community control, and administrative responsiveness . My
own responsiveness to the urgings
of the Black Community was
strongly influenced by a statement
in the QUIET CRISIS distributed
by the Palo Alto Mothers for
Equal Education:
''In minority ghettos, the educational inadequacies of students are
primarily academic and can be
revealed by standardized tests.
There are not yet tests to demonstrate the inadequacies in a white
ghetto education, but they are there
and IBEY ARE IMPORTANT. We
cannot wait twenty years to find
that our children are too naive,
too rigid, too tense with "differ net" people, too closed to new
i .leas, to make their way in a
rapidly changing world. California
is the home of people of many cultures, and our children should be
learning about all of them. But it
is especially tragic , considering
the nearness, size, and vitality of
the Black community east of Bayshor e , that we continue to be culturally isolated. We must find
more
east-of-Bayshore neighbors and
cooper::ate with them In developing
so lutions NOWi' '
Obviously, the statement does
not reflect the attitude of Palo
Alsto as is evidenced by the fact
that a local newspaper's editorial
stated that I had been subjected
to the "most sustained attack ever
directed at a lone individual in
Palo Alto public l!fe .' ' This fact
coupled with anonymous threats
upon my life and the actual attack
upon my son on February 11, 1969
leaves me with the conclusion that
much humanization must take place
in Palo Alto, for without humanization there can be no integration.
My goal is to work for the liberation of Black people from the
oppressive conditions of a whitecontrolled society; and l believe
that this can best be done WORKING
Wl1ll1N the Black Community to
achieve DIRECT RESULTS rather
than fighting white racism in the
white community to achieve indirect results.
The Black Community feels that
the guilt of Martin Luther King's
assassination is wearing off and
Palo Alto is "getting back to business as usual". Thus, 1 have been
urged to come back home to the
Black Community. And in response
to these urgings by the east-ofBayshore Black Community, I !eel
that it is appropriate at this time
to inform you that I am resigning
from ~the position of Coordinator
of Multicultural Activities effective June 30, 1969.
My work must continue where
Palo Alto's humanity ends --eastof-Bayshore in the Black Community. To quote Martin Luther
King, "Free at last, Free at last,
Great God Almighty. I'm free at
last I' '

----~
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'THOUGHTS FOR NEGRO.ES'

Negroes dwell at the doors of
death, and we speak the truth to
move them to the doors of peace
and freedom. Yet they have no
faith, They rfuse to believe in

us. Can't they also see what ls
taking place? Are they so tricked
by the ways of racism, that they
see racism in us? Why don't the"y
hear what we speak in their own

ears, without learning of our philosophy, from means sec up by the

racist system, From a system, that
will twist what we say to make our
words, deeds, and illCtS, continue
to make you fear us. We know you

live among whitesandfindthatthey
u-e not all racist. Then you hear
your wbJte friends, categorize partlcipants in the Black liberation
struggle, as Anti-Whites, because of fear put into them so
they will help to promote racism
is lb.is country. to support it to the

end.

The Militants, or the People's life th'at might have existed if you
Army and supporters of Black had not, Yet you do not see the real
Freedom are not Anti-White but truth, a very sad real truth. They
Anti-Racism. Nixon, Humphrey, argue that it is wicked or cruel
Wallace, Regan, and their likes are to allow a child birth when you
our enemies, not your neighbors cannot support it, and give it all
who are non-racist. (N.H.W.R, and the luxuries of life, or enough
their likes). They are fighting opportunity to gain happiness for
among themselves, without ethics, himsell or herself.
You, the poor people jump at chis
pride, dignity, or fair play. Uke
animals fighting to gain the most bait of death, accepting the phllosophy.
Yet is that the reason
highest office in this land. And you
look at us like animals because we why you take the pill? I think not,
I
believe
the pill is taken, for
want to change this maddness, not
only to make America a better sexual freedom to some, sexual
place to live, but also to end the escalation, and sexual pr:>tection.
mass murder of Black people. Some take it because they are
Every hungry person in the world drowning in bills, betause the kids
should not be hungry. Every person are becoming too rebellious, but
should not have to live in poverty, few, very take it because of
wear rags, or be forced by their thoughts of the unborn child.
These reasons the racist throws
• basic needs to slaves to another
upon you, bears examining. Why do
man .
The racist tells you to take you feel the need for sexual
birth control pills to kill, to murder freedom, escalation and pro-

Black Families In
White America
Reviewed by
Melvin D. Newton
BLACK FAMILIES IN WHITE
AMERICA is a definitive sociological work which describes the
varying structures of Black famllies, as they existed in Africa
(enjoying a state of equilibrium)
through their unbelievable survival
in hostile, racist America. The
author, using a systemic approach
examines Black families in relationship to various major instituUons, none of which show positive
systemic linkage which supports or
encourages the existence of Black
families . 1n order to give the
reader a true perspective of the
Black family, the author explores
the history of Black families. With
the presentation of this history, it
is possible for the reader to appredate the trauma of forced removal from Africa and interjection imo the perverse life of America. Rather than (as often has been
lhe case with sociologists) depict

- - ---

-- -

-

Black families as examples of
social disorganization, the author
delineates the marked resilence of
Black families along with their
ability to survive under unprece, dented disagreeable conditions.
The ability of the family to arrange
and rearrange its structural units
in order to survive is shown as
evidence of flexibility of organization rather than a social disorganization. Contrary to conclusions
that the family evidences a dysfunctional state if the father (who
can't find work) leaves in order
to qualify the family for financial
assistance, Billingsley points out
that this may be evidence of"concern for the wellare of their children." This is functional. As a
final note, I wish to commend the
author for his statement that "the
major problemfacingNegropeople
is not stability, as such, but the
ability to survive while being black
in a white society. ' ' What has
enabled the Black family to survive
is µs fJex!l>J,4ty.

- ------

tection. Why are you drowning in
bills? Why are your kids becoming so rebellious every new generation? I'll tell you why, because
of the ways of racism. They are
planning mass extermination of
planning mass extermination of
people they consider despensible.
They will not only succeed in
their plot but make money on top
of that ff something isn't done,
and soon. Negroes and Blacks
alike, along with other poor people
are losing their usefullness to the
racist system. In this system we
have always been forced by the need
of bread to do the racists bidding,
and labor with our hands, never
with our minds never with our
beautiful Black minds .
Haven't you negroes, poor and
well off, noticed how machines is
taking the place of hundreds
of laborers who labor for means
of survival who can no longer

survive when there is no labor. For
that is all that they know. What
good then are they to society unless they retrain theirselves. And
many will not beabletoretrainand
they will lost. Many will retrain
to find their present training made
obsolete. By a new machine.
The slaves who have toiled the
fields of manking throughout the
pages of history are no longer
needed, these slaves were Black.
They are to the racist obsolete,
a burden, to. their society and to
their system.
In their eyes some people must
go. America is becoming too popu.lated, so who must go? Too many
people on welfare, sowhomustgo?
Too many people committing
crimes, so who must go? Who my
ass II We are the who, who must
go' and you too negroll
By Van Keys
East Oakland Branch

'SQUALOR'
IN BLACK COMMUNITIES

••squalor" is a word that people (and I say forced because they
associate with places such as South are unable to afford anything else)
Africa, Vietnam, CentralandSouth is rat infested, lacking heat and
America. "Squalor" is a word water, no electric lighting, toilets
that is also prevalent in the Black that can't be flushed, broken windows, and sheer filth and deccommunity.
The existing conditions in the adence ln the halls.
Everytlme we pick up a newsBlack community are such that no
human being should be subjected paper or turn on the television, we
to looking at them, much less living look ac "tricky Dick" Nixon or
Lynchon "Beans•• Johnson bragin them.
The great American dream can ging about the wealth of this racist
be more visibly defined as the society. Yet, all this poverty
great American fallacy or hypoc- exists, not just in Chicago, but all
risy. A great exemplification of over this country, predominantly
this is the modern day tragedy in the Black communities. Yet, the
taking place at 2148-56 W. Jack- "pig power structure" can send
son in Chicago, where 53 people three billion dollars up in the sky
manage to eke out a meager exist- to look at the moon and spend milence . The conditions under which lions upon millions of dollars in
these Black people live is one of Vietnam conducting genocide on
the greatest atrocities perpetrated our brothers of color over there.
on mankind. The building these And to think that this same piggish
f3laG~ peop)e are forced \O live in, es tablishment can•t give ~lack

people decent housing fit for the
shelter of human beings, which ls
point #4 of the Black Panther
Parry's Ten-Point Platform and
Program. This is unbelievable.
The Irony of the situation is that
the establishment politicians, when
running for office, come into these
same Black communities with a lot
of repetitious rhetoric on how
they are going to improve Black
people' s conditions if they will
give their vote to the aforementioned politician.
How long are we going to tolerate this absurd nonsense? When
are we going to organize with a
true revolutionary perspective?
Time is of the essence . The time
for organization is NOW. So ALL
POWER T01HE PEOPLE, BLACK
POWER TO BLACK PEOPLE, AND
PAN1HER POWER TO 1HE VAN-

GUAR~. "Right On!"

~
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Berkeley
Gets Beating,
But Not
Beaten Yet
by Paul Glusman
LIBERATION News Service

BERKELEY (I.NS) -- Thirtyseven people were arrested and a
large number injured in the
heaviest day so far in the Berkeley
Third World strike.

On Thursday, Feb. 13, after a
large rally, student strikers set
up a picket line at Sather Gate
on the campus completely encircling a smaller informational

line set up by the Teaching
Assistants union (AFT 1570).
Highway patrolmen and sheriffs
deputies moved back the larger
line, leaving the AFT line untouched. The AFT line was then
encircled and all 17 persons on it

were arrested.
Later police charged into student
crowds and made random arrests.
Clifford Vaughs, a black reporter
for a Los Angeles radio station,
was severely beaten by sheriff's
deputies. After his arrest, he was
again beaten in the police station.
He is now hospitalized and being
held on $3,500 ball, charged with
assault on an officer. Several students were injured; one had all of
his front teeth knocked out. One
Sheriff's deputy was later surrounded a nd beaten by students.
Most arrestees are being held on
charges of obstructing pedestrian
traffic.
The AFT is now certainly going
to strike because its peaceful
picket line was busted, and it will
probably be given strike sanction
by the Alameda County Central
Labor Council.
On Feb. 14, faculty members set
up an informational picket line, the
first pro-strike activity by faculty
since the strike began three weeks
ago, The campus is totally occupied by police and is being run
from Sacramento by Ronald Reagan
-through Alameda County Sheriff
Frank Madigan, Chancellor Roger
Heyns has been bypassed and publicly criticized by the Governor
for his indecisiveness in the early
stages of the strike.
Strike support has grown. Friday's line was one of the largest
since the scrike began, despite
a heavy rain.
I agree that a man is innocent
until proven guilty, but once the
guilt is reasonably well established, as it is in this case, I wane
justice by way of the "so-called"
due process of law.
I want justice meted out just as
rapidly as it would have been if
this had been a Black man who
was WITNESSED beating a 9-year
old white child.
I don't want the machinery to
slow down when it's a white man
in a white community who is guilty
of beating a 9-year old Black child.
District Attorney Alex Singleton
on Thursday, February 13, 1969,
at 11:20 a,m. refused to file my
complaint against the white coward
Milton Stocking who can beat a
nine-year old child yet fears confronting the child's father.
Singleton in the style of a racist
Mississippi D.A, coldy stated that
he "didn't think thatthere was sufficient cause to file a complaint."
He can tell that to his mama
because I'm not buying it,
Singleton further seated, •' I think
this is a case that deserves more
investigation," and he implied that
my attorney should do the investigating.
Singleton is seemingly responding to racist-like involvement of
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2 or possibly 3 administrators who
are attempting cocoverupandconfuse the facts of this case with
irrelevant side-issues having no
bearing on the fact that MILTON
STOCKING

ATTACKRD AND

BEAT MY 9-YEAR OLD SON,
KEVIN WALTON ON TUESDAY,
FEBRUARY 11, 1969.
Deal with that Fact! Answer
these questions:
l) What does the system o(" socalled Justice in Palo Alto do to
a white adult who stops his car
on the screet, gets out and proceeds
to beat a 9-year old Black child?
2) Why wasn't child attacker
Milton Stocking arrested Tuesday
February ll, l 969?
3) \Vhy is a child beater allowed
to roam the streets of Palo Alto?
4) Why must schoo I children
have their safety in danger because
of the continued freedom of this
child beater who struck fear into
the heart of an 18-year old male
youth and terrified a little 5-year
old girl who witnessed the beating?
5) Will Mississippi style justice
prev:1il in Palo Alto, California?
Parents who have children in
schools where Milton Stocking
works should keep their children
home until the man is apprehended.
The streets of Palo Alto are not
safe for chidren until Milton
Stocking is brought before the bar
of justice!
Right now, I feel that the establishment in Palo Alto is just as
Racist as Mississippi.
If you want to know what I' 11 do
ask yourself what you would do if
it was yourchild;addthedehuman izing oppression of Black people by
white people to that; be a man and
you'll know what I'm going to do
if Milton Stocking isn't brought
before the bar of justice. l will
not tolerate Mississippi style
justice in Palo Alto when my son
is involved.
The establishment is trying to
cover up for Stocking with lies
as told by Los Altos Police Chief
Roland Renshaw in Wednesday's
Palo Alto Times (Feburary 12,
1969).
If you want the facts and statements of what I said I will provide you with copies of a statement
that I mailed to both Departments
and 1 have yet to receive any
response, This was sent in early
December 1968.
For furthltr information contact:
Attorney Harry B. Bremond
801 Welch Road, Palo Alto, Calif.
327-4881

LA. College
Blasts May
Be Linked
I ,os An~elP~
A bomb that exploded

at ;i south Lo~ AngPle:=collegr may hr1,·C' hc>f'n
connected to blasts :-t 1 1\\'O
of the Chlrcm0n1 collC'gcs
tha1 injured ;i young SC'CTf'·
tary, ;.i shC'riff's rtrputy
said yesterday.
The deputy said 1hr time
bomb went off m a classroom
at
Sou th west
College
Wednesday night was nearly
Iidentical to two thal exploded
I within minutes of each other
Tuesday at Scripps and Pomona Colleges. two of the associated colleges al Claremont
The injured secrelary,
Mary Ann Keatley. 20. lost
two fingers and may lose her
eyesight
,.
Members ot the Black Students Union at the Associated colleges or Claremont
who went into hiding after
the i n c id e n t. returned to
classes yeslN<iay.
Dr Mark 11 Curtis, Provost of the- <:olkp,cs. s:11d 1hP
black sll1dcnts hiid brrn in
hiding ·•wifh nur ass1staner"
hf,c-:iusr of 1hr f<'.ir "lh('rC'
might be retaliation'.''

STUDENTS AND
WORKERS JOIN

The Richmond Police are concinuing their efforts to brak the
strike of Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers, Local 1-561, against the
Standard Oil Company of Calif.
The Standard refinery in Richmond has been the scene of continual harrassment of union pickets
by police since the strike began
early in j anuary.
The latest incidents occurredon
Wednesday, Feb. 19th, when over
200 Bay Area students, mostly
from S.F. State andU,C.Berkeley,
joined the OCAW picket lines under
the mutual aid pact that bas been
established between the striking
oil workers and the striking students and teachers in the Bay Area.
About 8:15 A.M., Mrs. Anna
Moore, wife of a striking oil
worker. after doing picket duty,
was returning to her car with her
21 year old son, Mike Moore. A
Richmond police officer rushed
up, grabbed Mrs. Moore by the
arm, twisting it so hardbehindher
back, that he broke off half her
fingernail. Mike Moore was struck
over the head by the policeman
when he protested the treatment of
his mother. Mrs. Moore was
rushed to Broadside emergency
for treatment for a badly sprained
arm and her son was treated
for a large welt on his head.
Mr, Al Moore, on the picket line
at the time, heard about the brutality used against his family and
asked Sgt. Ledford, Richmond
Police Force, who had formerly
been a fellow worker with Mr.
Moore at Standard, why this had
been done, The Sargent said that
the police couldn't tell the dif-

ference between the workers and under the back seat of the car in
"the others". (Meaning the stu- which Tournquist was driving. He
dents). It is doubcful that Mrs. does not own the car. His bail was
Moore, who has a 21 year old $315.00, Break the union and break
son, could have been mistaken for the heads of the urJon workers
a student from S.F. State or Ber- seems to be the aim of the "law
keley. This can only mean chat the and order forces of Richmond."
Richmond police force has been
In another incident Wednesday,
acting under a more powerful in- the police broke up a mass picket
fluence in Richmond and has line at Gate 31 of the Standard
orders to treat oil workers and refinery, Just as the police we.re
their families as police have been ready to move in the shortwave
treating the students at S.F. State radio in the union headquarte~
and U.C. Berkeley.
that is used co monitor police calls
At 6:30 AM on the same day, picked up the following message to
Feb. 19th, Robert Avadian, a stu- the police at Gate 31, "The longdent and Terry Turnquist, mem- shoremen are coming, cool it!''
ber of Local 1-561, OCAW, were The longshoremen, Local 10, ILWU
making a phone call from a PUB UC were greeted with the song ;•Solphone booth at the Standard Serv- idarity Forever," as they piled
ice Station near the Freeway and off the bus.
Castro, Standard Oil Fire MarThis is not the first time the
shall, Roy Krallman, of 5839Sher- police have backed down from a
wood Forest Drive, El Sobrante, , confrontation with the longshoreTelephone 223-3336, pcitnted out men who are supporting the oil
Avadian and Turnquist to the Rich- workers.
mond police, who pulledthemfrom
On Tuesday, Feb. 18th, a picket
the phone booth, pushed them up line of oil workers in Martinez
against the car, smashedAvadians was being worked over by the
knuckles with a club, and arrested police. A call went into the OCAW
them.
1-561 for hlp, The police thought
Bob Avadian was booked under it was a call co the ILWU and when
Richmond Penal Code 594-148 re- the cars of workers, wearing red
sisting arrest. He was released on helmets and carrying sturdy picket
$440,00 bail. Terry Tournquist was signs drove up, the police were
a problem because the police had vitally shaken and withdrew their
nothing to book him on. However, attack.
being very resourceful at this type
A spokesman for the Richmond
of think, the Police came up with a Local l-561 said that the solidarity
charge. He was booked on penal that has developed around the oil
code 11.24010. For those who don't strike is "the beginning of the
know, tis is a rarely used law
revival of labor's old traditions
which covers the illegal possession of solidarity with everyone who
of a slingshop. The "sling-shot" is fighting for social justice."
was supposed to. have been found
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The Mississippi power structure and elements of the Federal
Government appear to be joining
hands in an all-out effort to crush
Black militancy in Jackson, Mississippi. But Blacks have responded with increased militance and resistance to white racism and Uncle
Tom opposition. At the present
time, activity centers around the
Georgetown community in the city
of Jackson and the Tougaloo College campus near Jackson.
Howard Spencer, Director of the
Jackson Human Rights Project and
the Black and Proud Liberation
School in the Georgetown community, has been constantly harassed by groups of whites idemi-
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fying themselves as F. 8, I. agents. intimidations by the Jackson
The attacks on Spencer came to Police Department.
a head with a frame-up mariThe Jackson Police responded
juana and concealed weapon charge by adding SO extra patrolmen and
which may carry a five-year pri- 49 new vehicles to patrol Jackson sentence for him.
son's Black communities. Mayor
Residents of the Georgetown Allen Thompson stated on Jackson
community, other Black Jackson- T. V. that the police force was
ians and parents whose children increased to stop mounting crime.
attend the Black and Proud School He cited three recent incidents
moved to defend Spencer and the of Black men accused of raping
Human Rights
Project, The white women--the traditional exGeorgetown Defense Committee cuse for Klue Klux Klan lynchhas conducted an intensive polit- ings.
ical education program to alert
The community, with the help
other Blacks to the frame-up na- of Spencer, Black activist Muhamture of Spencer's arrest. The mad Keyatta and others, has kept
Black parents carried out the pro- the Black and Proud School opergram in the face of threats and ating in spite of bomb threats.
Muhammad Kenyatta (formerly

PANTHER POWER
OVER PIG POWER
It is ironic to even have to write
an article such as this, however,
it is necessary, This article exposes the true nature of this racist,
decadent society, because it is
based on fact.
The Black Panther Party received a telephone call from a
Black woman February 19th. The
woman told the Party that she had
no food, medical aid, or money.
The woman, Mrs, Edd.iemae Mitchell lives in East Oakland. The
following in a statement made by
Mrs. Mitchell and the statement
of a Panther that was sent to investigate the complaint.
Mrs. Mitchell is a widow with
four children. Her children range
from thirteen thru seventeen. She
lives from the benefits of her
husband's death claim. The youngest of her children is confined to
a wheel chair, and the only food
he can digest is baby food. The
most nutritious food he is allowed

to have is milk because of his attention what so ever.
physical condition. Mrs. Mitchell
Prior to her husbands death Mrs.
said he requires special medical Mitchell received $218.00 per
care. It was obvious to the in- month from the Pig Welfare Devestigating Panther that he was partment. Mrs. Mitchell's health
not getting it.
was very poor, she needed dental
Mrs. Mitchell told the investi- care very badly but cound not
gating Panther that she receives afford it. There was no food in
$350.00 per month, from this sum the house.
The Black Panther Party went
she pays $70.00 rent. She also
has to pay utilities, buy food. forth and gave the sister food for
clothes, and medicine for the her and her hungry children. The
youngest child. When asked more sister was advised as to what docabout her younger son, Mrs. Mit- tor to go to for medical aid (free
chell said that the only thing the of charge) for her and her family.
This is only one case where a
pig power structure wants to give
her is a new wheel-chair. They Black family is denied life, libcould care less whether he ever erty, and the pursuit of happiness.
The Black Panther Party is dealwalks or not. Before she could
even get the chair, her doctor ing with this shit and serving the
would have to see the pig power people .
The investigating Panther
structure down town so the pig
could rest assured that they were stated, •• You should have seen how
not being cheated out of anything. the little brother's and sister' s
In addition to this absurd situation, faces lit up when they saw the
the child was receiving no medical Vanguard come through the door.''

Donald Jackson) teaches Black
History to students 10 through
14 years old,
Kenyatta has also been active
in Black awareness projects all
over the city of Jackson and at
near-by Tougaloo College. Tougaloo College, which has a history of white liberal teachers and
administrators controlling an allBlack student body, has been the
scene of frequent protests over
recent years. Last semester, the
Tougaloo Freshman class boycotted classes, demonstrated and
threatened to burn down a white
faculty members' office. The boycott and protests came after the
college refused freshman demands
for a Black - oriented Social
Science curriculum and more
Black professors. Kenyatta and
other students from all classes
joined the freshman's fight which
ended in a partial victory with
curriculum charges. Recently an
unexplained fire gutted a part of
the same building that students
had earlier threatened. The building houses mostly white faculty
and offices for white administrators.
Now, Tol!galoo students are organizing and agitating for a complete Black studies program that
would be controlled and taught by
Blacks and lead to a Bachelor Degree in African and Afro-American Studies . On February 6, onethird of the student body plus
people from the Georgetown Community joined together at a rally
in Tougaloo to hear Spencer, Kenyatta, militant Black professor
Charles Jones plus student leaders, James Reed and Joseph Frye,
conduct a teach-in on the need for
a Black Studies Program,
Quickly, the forces of racism
and their Negro lackeys moved to
suppress this growing student
unity. A primary target is Kenyatta, Last week, while visiting a
friend on campus, Kenyatta was
the literal target of mysterious
gun-fire that blasted through the
front windows of his automobile,
missing his head by inches.

Later the shooting was explained by Tougaloo's Negro President, Owens and others as a response to an attempted robbery
of the men's dormitory. Afterwards, a college official, Dean
I lolloway, charged Kenyatta with
attempted burglary before a white
Mississippi Judge in Madison
County--a county whose judges are
infamous for their automatic decisions against Black people and
civil rights workers since the
voter registration movement of the
early i 960's.
James Reed and other Tougaloo
student activists are campaigning now to have the case brought
before the student body and to
have Kenyatta judged by other
Black people. Kenyatta has turned
himself over to the local authorities voluntarily o.s "an expression
of my belief that my innocence
will be proved.''
Many people believe that
Spencer's arrest and Kenyatta's
arrest are linked to their Black
awareness activities on the campus and in the community. The
belief is that white authorities
and police agents with the help of
Negro toms are trying to create
the false impression that Black
Power militants are criminal
thugs and to promote hostility between Blacks.
Other signs of F. BI. style intrigue are a series of anonymous
notes sent to Tougaloo students.
One note attempted to slander
Spencer. Other notes have threatened the lives of two students
and have been obvious efforts to
incite another attempt on Kenyatta's life.
But Black-orientedactivity continues in spite of arrests, intimidation and near-killings. Blacks
are responding by setting up defense mechanisms of all kinds, at
all levels. Howard Spencer and
the Jackson Human Rights Project continues its program of community organization and education
for Black libcr.;i.tion.
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The recent flurry of Third World
struggles on campuses across the
United States contains within it
the seeds of both quantitative and
qualitative change in the Movement. A major blow is being struck
against the racist power structure
by the actions and politics of
Third World militants. Despite
desperate attempts by the ruling
class to divide minority groups -to encourage Black to fight Brown,
Brown to fight Yellow -- the new
coalition is finding itself strengthened. Each racial group has its
own distinct problems, yet in some
way people have come to realize
the existence of shared interests.
Whites, as members of the most
favored RACIAL group in this
country, face their own distinct
problems and the question arises
as to whether Third World people
and whites can also find common
ground for struggle.
As long as the university system has existed in white-controlled
countries we have had what can
legitimate ly be called a WHITE
ETHNIC STUDIES
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PROGRAM.

We did not have to fight to attain
it -- it was ours to begin with.

White poetry, history, art psychology, etc. were and are our
standard courses. And yet, white
American college students have
continually been engaged in often
sharp struggles against the system. Whites are the majority racial
group and yet significant segments

BEWARE OF• •

dents at Berkeley may be called
upon to make similar efforts . White
students are engaged in these
struggles because they too feel
exploited and suppressed. It is the
most severe contradiction for
white students that they are trained
at the university to become exploiters in their own right. White
working class students are trained
to become thesametypesofbosses
who oppress their mothers and
fathers, the same types of teacher s whose mainfunctionistochannel creativity into the interests
of imperialism. The white college
student is a "thing" to be shaped
into an effective tool of the state
with which the state can continue
its business of wrenching profits
from the people (especially the
super-exploited Third World
people).
When Third World students have
won this present battle and gain
their rights oncampus,whenBlack
students can study Black poetry
and Black history, when Chicanos
can study their culture at the university level, the fight will have
only yet begun. Of what good is

a Black Studies Program if it is Karenga's us organization needs
used only to encourage Black Cap- little comment. Karenga is a
italism? The Stace will grant these " Brother" only to the pigs. The
programs eventually and try to use second trend in the Third World
them, as they do all of education, movement is the emphasis on the
to produce new exploiters of the common interests of those people
people.
at any particular level of society.
When some taxpayer writes to It is an emphasis on class.
the newspaper complaining that his
The movement toward class
tax dollars for education are being unity distinguishes between the
misused -- that students are wast- , exploiter and the exploited. It
ing his hard earned money inriot- smashes the attempts of the power
ing - he almost has a point. His structure to encourage racism. It
tax dollars ARE being misused, not 1s responsible for the recent deeby the students but by the State. larations of support from groups
He is being forced to spend money like the on Chemical and Atomic
to train people to exploit him. Workers Un°ion in Richmond.
From my privileged enclave in
When demands for Third World
the white community l see two Colleges and education have been
distinct and opposing trends in the won the fight will continue. It will
Third World struggles (and please continue because the university is
excuse me if l oversimplify). The an arm of the State. The State will
first trend is Nationalism. Implicit not relinquish control of the uniin Nationalism is the assumption versity (grant it autonomy)because
that if a person belongs to a Third the State depends upon the educaWorld minority race he is a tional structure to continue to probrother. Nationalism makes litt le duce millions of willing servants
distinction between the Black Cap- of imperialism. Our common
italist and the Black worker, be- purpose must not be to cry to
tween a Black chief of police and separate the university from the
a Black prisoner. A current ex- state , but to create a state which
ample of Nationalism (which seeks we control and which we support.
Lo divide rather than to unify) is When we have a state which serves
the ridiculous implication by As - the people then we will have unisemblyman John J. Miller versities which serve the people
(CHRONICLE, Feb. 8) that radical also. Power to the Peop;e.
white students are responsible for
John E. Poole
the current unwillingness of Rea !6 27 Ore on St.
gan to grant Black Students' deBe~keley
mands. The fascist Nationalism of

UNPRECEDENTED SHARPENING
CLASS CONTRADICTIONS AT HOME
The repeated and serious defeats of U.S. imperialism's policy
of aggression and expansion abroad
have greatly deepened the domestic crises confronting U.S. ruling
circles. As class contradictions in
the country have sharpened to an
unprecedented extent and the revolutionary consciousness of the
masses rapidly rises, the trend
of an all-round upsurge of the
American people's struggle has
now appeared. All this has placed
U.S. imperialism under heavy fire
both within the country and abroad
and made it difficult for U.S.
imperialism to cope with this situation .
The struggle of the Black people
in th.e United States was sparked
to a new height last year by the
U.S. imperialists' assassination
of Martin Luther King. The waves
of their struggle swept 168 cities
and towns, including Washington,
the heart of U.S. imperialism. The
Afro-Americans have showed undaunted fighting spirit in their
struggle and their political consciousness is rising steadily . They
have fiercely pounded the reactionary rule of U.S. imperialism at
home. Reviewing the Afro-Ameri-
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was protest more prevalent or
potent than in the United States.''•
An Afro _ American struggle
against racial oppression broke
out in Jacksonville, Florida, on

strike ••poses a critical danger'' to
the U.S. economy and urged the
newly ~augurated Nixon ''to do his
utmost to crush the strike. The
continuous strike struggle by the
U.S. workersisnotonlyhittingU.S.

: : :£~:~~rr~:~~;~,: : ,;~: :~ ~Ei:~1~:iE~~~:·,::~~~~; :

cates that a more profound AfroThe student movement and the
American struggle on a larger youth movement against the war
scale for freedom and emancipa- of aggression in Vietnam have also
tion is brewing.
developed in depth and rolled forward in continuous waves. ProIn the meantime, the strike gressive students of san Francisco
State
College in CaWornla have
struggle of the American workers
has developed vigorously, The persisted in their struggle against
racial
discrimination and the denumber of strikes in 1968, 4,950
cadent bourgeois educational sysin all, was the highest in 15
tem
for
nearly three months now.
years, bringing about the biggest
loss In work hours since 1959. Progressive student st rug g 1es
have
also
broken out in the UniThe beginning of this year witnessed a big strike of more than versity of California, San Fer60,000 oil workers foUowedbythat nando Valley State College, East
of 18,000 aircraft machinists. The Los Angeles College, Sacramento
75,000 dockers along thi: east coast State College and Southwest Coland the Gulf of Mexico persisted lege in CaWornia, as well as in
in their strike for over a month. Brandeis University (MassachuThis strike has already inflicted a setts), the University of Chicago,
loss of over 500 million dollars on Swarthmore College (near Philthe monopoly capitalist class, adelphia) and Queens College (New
which howled in alarm that the York).

ALL POWER
TO THE
PEOPLE

The following persons are expelled from the Blaclc Panther
Party by executive order of the
Central Committee of. the Black
Panther Party and are ..thereby
classified as Counter-R~\utionaries.
1. Oleander Harrison
2. Gregory Harrison
3, Fred Smith
4. Larry Powell
5. Jean Powell
6. Unda Boston
7. Harvey McClindon
8. Betty Carter
9. Janice Garritt
i 0.Terry Cotton
I I.Edward Laguy
12.Pondell Lewis
13.Terry Finley
14.Jimmy Charlie
IS.Gerold Gant
16 .John Satterwhite ~ck)
17 .Pat Brown Stark
IS.Gilbert Gibson
19.Sandra Gibson
20.Richard Anderson
21.Rayford Bullard
22.Richard Unyard

The following persons are expelled from the Black Panther
Party by executive order of the
Central Committee of the Black
Panther Party. They are thereby
classified as renegades and are
not to be allowed to enter any of
the Chapters or Branches of the
Black Panther Party anywhere.
Nor are they to be associated with
by any member in good standing
with the Black Panther Party.
1. Tommy Jones
2. Reggie Forte
3. Blll Brent
4. John L. Scott
S. Matilaba
6. Ronnie Pennywell
7. Terry Clarity
8. Wendell Wade

FROM THE HUGGINS FAMILY
23 February 1969
We wish to than!( you for the strength and sincerity you
have shown us at a time when it was needed most. John was,
from early childhood, a humanitarian - a peaceful, dedicated
person. It hurts us most that men like John, Bunchy, Huey,
Eldridge, and countless others are stifled and muted at the
peak of their meaningful lives. We find solace in the fact
that you will continue to fight for the liberation of Black
People and all oppressed people in this country and in the
world.
John will live on in the hearts and minds of us all and the
Black Panther Party will remain a living link to him. The
impact of his commitment has touched many people and has
made them aware of their lack of involvement. Our struggle
is a long, hard one and we will do our best to help. As John
said:
"Raise the battle cry: Intensify"
All power to the people,
The Huggins Family
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U.S·. Imperialism ,
the Source of All Evil--

1

Mao Tse-Tungs
Thoughts Guide
Surgeons In
Severed Arm

Surgeons in a small city in
Southwest China have reattached
the severed arm of a teenage
Red Guard. Now, nine months
after the operation, the boy can
lift a weight of seven kilogrammes, use chopsticks and tie his
shoe laces, using the arm.
This is one of the achievements
of China in surgery afier the joining of a severed hand, done for
the first time in the wor Id in
Shanghai in l 963.
On May 4, 1967, a middle school
Red Guard, messing around with a
truck engine which was being repaired, had his left arm completely severed about one third
of the warebove the elbow;
He was rushed to a small hospital, The young surgeons there
had no experience in reattaching severed limbs. It would have
been correct to sterilize the stump
of the severed arm and dress it.
But the political consciousness of
the surgeons had been heightened
in the cultural revolution , They
were determined to emulate Norman Bethune's spirit of "utter
devotion to others without any
thought of self" and his "bound1e"ss 1sense of responsibility in his
worK and , his boundless warmheartedness towards all comrades
and the people." They decided to
do all in their power to re-Join
the arm for the boy, a Red Guard,
a successor to the revolutionary
cause.
This was a very difficult task.
The patient's arm had been
mangled, The open ends were very
irregular and the forearm had
some fractures.
The surgeons drew inspiration from Chairman Mao's three
constantly read articles ("Serve
the People," "In Memory of Norman Bethune" and "The Foolish
Old Man Who Removed the Mountains"), which breach the spirit

of complete dedication to the people's interests. In "In Memory
of Norman Bethune" Chairman
Mao says, "We must all learn
the spirit of absolute selfless ness from him."
The young surgeons knew they
lacked certain equipment and any
experience, but they worked out
ways to overcome their difficulties. To prevent infection the doctors and nurses laid down strict
rules for both the operation and
convalescence,
Trimming the ends of the bones
and rejoining them went smooth-

ly. The 'ker question was rejoining the ti'i-achial artery and the

nerves and veins, Here, great
skill was required. After the failure of several first attempts, the
surgeons became anxious. According to world surgical literature, the chances of success were
small, if the blood flow was interrupted for more than six to eight
hours, The surgeons pooled their
knowledge and were able to rejoin
the artery within five hours of
the injury. Then the nerYes and
veins were also rejoined. The
whole operation took six hours,
After the operation one of the
chief surgeons lived in the ward
with the patient for days, to give
him constant medical attention.
The nurses attended the boy day
and night,
In the course of recovery, the
boy was given massage and other
treatment to restore the arm's
functioning. It is gradually recovering its sensitivity to cold and
heat.
After·:·hfs recovery, the Red
Guard, Wei Tingfu, said: "Chairman Mao! Your brilliant thought
guided the hearts and hands of
the surgeons in rejoining my
arm."

By Wel Plng

PAR IS PEACE TALKS
"lHE SPIRIT OF lHE PEOPU.
IS GREATER lHAN lHE MAN'S
TECHNOLOGY" PARIS, FEB.24
-- North Vietnamese sources said
today chat Hanoi's delegation to the
peace talks would reject any UnJt(!d
States protest against attacks on
South Vietnamese cities.
lf the United States presented

such a pi:;otest, the sources declared it would be advised to take
up the matter, if at all, with the
delegation of the National Uberation front of South Vietnam -The Vietcong,
A Front Spokesman declared that
"the Vietnamese people will not
allow itself to be intimidated" by

threats of retaliation from the
United States or South Vietnam.
''Our people, both in the North
and in the South, have never been
afraid of the American aggressors
and their puppets and will never
yield to threats and desist from
its fight for natiorial liberation,"
the spokesman said.

For a long time, U.S. imperialism, scheming and plotting with the
government lackeys it controls,
has run the gamut of evilfrom petty
thievery to outright plunder, murder and genocide in Latin America.
feeding on the blood of this continent, it has become the people's
most vicious enemy,
Under the pretext of "economic
integration", U.S. imperialism has
worked its rapacious claws into the
vital economic heart of each Latin
American country, controlling its
economy and sucking the-blood and
sweat of the people. U.S. merchandise has flooded the continent
and its capital has penetrated into
every country. U.S. loans have
poured into every nook and corner
of both public and private Investment. The clearest lesson today is
that the "economic integration of
Latin America'' is nothing but a
~:;:ra~t:n;:~::i~:~f=n~mericanThe U.S. Department of Commerce's own statistics show that
U.S. investment in Latin America
last year exceeded 1,400 million
dollars, 400 million more than the
amounty invested in 1965. The robbery carried out through this huge
inroad of U.S. capital has brought
oil production in Venezuela, Colombia and Ecuador under U.S.
monopoly capital control. In Chile,
over 90 per cent of the copper is
mined directly under U.S. monopoly, which rakes in a 100-milliondollar profit each year.
This rape has brought economic
conditions in Latin America from
bad to worse. In every country
on the continent, production
' dwindles, unemployment in-

creases , prices rise steadily, currencies drop in value and the ma-.
jority of the people starve or barely
make a living.
Nearly one-eighth of all Brazilian territory has been bought or
occupied by force by the Yankees,
Shocking the world, U.S. imperialism has massacred the Indians
of Brazil in a planned and systematic way so that today only a few
tens of thousands of them remain
-- and these are threatened with
racial extinction.
Countless facts prove that U.S.
imperialisin, ca 111 n g itself the
symbol of "civilization", is a
, crime-ridden butcher, the ·source
of all the disasters and miseries
of thE! Latin American people,
Chairman Mao long ago l}Otnted
out: "Imperialism has prepared
the conditions for its -own doom.
These conditionsaretheawakenJng

~ : : ~:~:~i~a::;ss::~~~C:~i~:·
and in the imperialist countries
themselves." With the evil it does
in Latin America, U.S. imperialism teaches the people by negative
example; it created its owngravediggers.
Wherever there is exploitation
and oppression, there ls resistance
and struggle. The growing and
spreading flames of the revolutionary struggle of the LatinAmerican people are the best answer to
U.S. imperialism and its lackeys.
Toe international united front
against U.S. imperialism expands,
the days of U.S. colonialist rule
in Latin America are numbered,
victory will one day come for the
'1,aun American people.

Farmer Finally Finds A Federal Job
by Danny Schechter

James Farmer has finally made
it.
He"s finally found himself a
government niche. The former
CORE leader, coaxed out of the
Civil Rights spotlight in 1964, has
been trying to get on the federal
payroll for years. The one-time
social democrat and Secretary of
the Student League for Industrial
Democracy, a forerunner to SOS,
became a Republican last fall to
run for Congress in Brooklyn. Opposed by Brooklyn CORE and militant unions, he was swamped by
the other Black candidate, Shirley
Chisholm. Now he's the first "nationally known civil rights leader''
to join the Nixon Administration -as Assistant Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare.
'
farmer has a history as an unsuccessful federal job applicant.
Just before he left CORE, Farnier
went on a six-week tour of Africa
under the auspices of the American
Negro Leadership Conference on
Africa, a group he helped to found.
The trip's tab was picked up by
the American Society for African
Culture, an identified CIA front.
According to Jet, the Negro weekly,
Farmer was being given a trial
' run for the post of Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs.
His tour took Farmer to the very
same countries that Malcolm X
had just visited. Apparently
Farmer was being used to convey
an image of the civil rights movement more favorable to American
influence in Africa,
Farmer was clearly being used
to discredit Malcolm X among
Africans, though he now denies it,
Just before he left,NewYorkradio
stations explicitly stated that that
was his mission. After his trip
Farmer wrote an article in
the CIA-financed African Forum
which suggested that, intentionally
or not, he was preoccupied with
Malcolm's impact: "President
Johnson," reported Farmer, "for
all his inestimable good will - and
I think he has it - has not been
well-projected In Africa. 1n addition, Malcolm X contributed to

; ·the generally unfavorable African
opinion of Johnson by characterizing him in speeches and conversations with Africans as a Southern
racist." The CORE leader explained that Malcolm had really
been promoting a form of Apartheid,
To his credit, Farmer was critical of several aspects of L5 Africa
policy. Apparently he had served
his function. He didn't get the job.
In 1965 he tried again to make
himself a nationally visible leader,
this time with a plan to set up
a nationwide chain of OEO-funded
adult education centers, The project which had little political content, had gotten a presidential nod.
But Adam Clayton Powell began
stirring up trouble over the proposal and, to avoid an embarrassing Political fight with a then
powerful committee chairman,
OEO dropped it. Farmer was once
again odd man out.
Since then he has been oddjobblng, teaching at Lincoln University, assisting the New Jersey
Poverty Program, and eking out a
living as a lecturer. Jgriored by
the national media which built up
his image when he was with the
PR-conscious CORE, Farmer
never dug whatwashappeningwhen
the civil rights movement was
transformed into a black power
struggle. In a recent interview
with the New York Times he articulated his confusion beautifully,
expressing support for both "activist integration" and neoseparatism," He saw a "a pendulum
swing which I believe will end
somewhere in the middle."
As Nixon's top black, Farmer
has melodramatically pledged to
work for his people "on the
inside," As an aide to the glib
NEW Secretary Robert Finch, a
former member of Reagan's California regime, Farmer will no
doubt be used to pacify "his
people" and give the Nixon administration an image it sorely
lacks in the black community. It
looks like the 49-year-old former
freedom rider has found a new
train. This time, it's going
nowhere.
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THE BLACK PEOPLE IN THE

and the Viet

u.s.
war

Chlle: With rocks, lhe people counterattack troops and police sent to suppress their demonstration against the government's rapacio us Policies formed
under the lnler natlonal Monetary Fund controlled by U.S. Imperiali sm .

T

HE Black People account for 11
per cent of the population of
the United-States, and Black
Americans make up 25 per cent of
the effectives of the U.S. aggressor
army in Viet Nam. In combat units,
the ratio sometimes reaches 6o or 70
por cent. In spite of this, the
Vietnamese people has drawn a
clear-cut line between the Black
People in the United States and
those Americans who reign the White
House and the Pentagon.
As always, the Vietnamese people
see in the Black People in the United
States brothers and comrades-inarms fighting the same enemy-U.S.
imperialism. How t hey are moved
upon learning that the Black People
in the United States have demonstrated with slogans: "Don't take
arms and fight in Viet Nam I "
"Don' t fire at our Vietnamese
b rothe rs l " "No Vietnamese has
ever called us nigger l •' •• Our enemy
is not Viet Nam! " etc . ..
The truth has been quite clear.
The more the U.S. imperialists
pe rsist in prolonging their war of
aggression in Viet Nam, the more
disastrous defeats and the more
losses in men and material they will
take. The more they force young
Americans into the army, the more
they trample underfoot the vital
interests of the American people,
first of all the Black: People-1he
poorest and the most oppress,td .
The historic lessGn of all the wars
the U.S. imperialists have taken
par t in has tr light the Black People
that whatew r war the U.S. Government pushes them into will bring
them nothing but tean and blood.
When the U.S. entered world war
I in 1917, the country again faced
the question whether American
citizens should have the right
to serve, on an equal basis, in
defense of their country. More
than 2 mi11ion Negroes registered
under the Selective ~rvice Act,
and some 36o,ooo were called into
service.
The Navy Corps rejected Negroes
except as menials, The Marine
Corps rejected them altogether.
The
Anny
formed them into
separate
units commanded, for
the most part, by white officers.
Only
after enormous
pressure
did the Army permit Negro can~
didates
to
train
as
officers
in a segregated camp. I\.iistrcated
a.t home and overseas, Negro combat
units performed exceptionally well
under French commanders, who
refused to heed -American warning
that Negroes were inferior people.
Mobbed for attempting to use
facilities open to white so!<liers. ;

Negro soldiers
returning home
suffered indignities . Of
the 70
Negroes lynched during the ut
year after the war, of substantial
number were solrliers. Some were
lynched in uniform.
During World War II, negroes
learned again that fighting for their
country brought them no nearer to
full citizenship. Rejected when they
tried to enlist, they were accepted
into the Army according to the
proportion of the Negro population
to that of the country as a wholebut only in Separate units-and
those mostly noncombat. The U .S.
thus fought racism in Europe with
a segregated fighting force. In some
instances at home, Negro soldiers
were unable to secure food, even
though German prisoners of war
being served.
The position and the lot of the
Black Gis on the South VJet Nam
battlefield are not better thfLn those
of . their fathers during the two
world wars.
The Forces have
specialized
them in "serving •'
Messrs the white Gis, and the
posts assigned them often are the
most
exposed
and
the most
dangerous.
These facts have laid bare the
deceptive promise made by the
American recruiting service : "You'H
have a future in the Forces", and
" the Forces will give you a
technical
speciality". But, the
mothers and the wives of Black
Gls have seen their sons and
husbands come home minus their
arms or their legs, or, worse still,
shut in coffins which are only
allowed to be buried in cementeries
reserved for the Black People,
since Arlington is an exclusive place
for the Whites.
Sma1l wonder that young Americans have demonstrated shouting
"we won't go to hell I" Also little
wonder that the nonviolence organizations of the Black People have
adjusted their line of struggle, that
radical organizations of the New
Left have been formed to push up
the struggle against segregation and
the war , in Viet Nam and that the
U.S. Riot Commission bas, with
concerns, pointed out in its report:
" The honour of Watts was the
1st shattering
revelation about
American's racial crisis-and a grim
prelude to the Future. The Summer
of 1967- in Newark, Detroit, Cleveland and across the Nation ·- revealed
the bitter, deep-rooted dissension
in our cities, the result of over 300
years of inequities .. . " .
The ruling circles in t.he United
States keep in mind that over
100,000 Plack Americans are under
arms in Viet Nam. The day when
they realize that the real theatre of
operation is in the United States
itself, a delay-action bomb will be

plai,ted dKht there.
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SAIGON PAPER ON U.S. AID
TO SOUTH VIET NANNAM
consumers' goods and food. The Viet
Nam administration bas been selling
these U.S. products to the people
in order to finance its budget. Meanwhi le, for the benefit of U.S. capitalist circles, the U.S. administration
bas been paying in Uollars for surplus
goods to be exported to Viet Nam .

In other words, U.S. economic aid
is only a means of exporting its
products : Washington buys goods
from American firms and sends them
to the "recipient" country. Of course if U.S. aid consisted of machines,
which would enable Viet Nam to
produce consumer
goods herself,
would the U.S.A. still have in Viet
Nam a ~arket for bi.":r own? Moreover,
U.S. commodities being of higher
quality, Viet Nam -made articles -if
any-wou ld be sooner or later jostled
of the market.
Understandably, the Vietnamese
authorities having for fifteen years
lived on U.S. dole, never thought of
solving the problem in a different
way, more beneficial to the nation.
Two years ago, PXs for American
amount of importe"d rice cannot meet
the needs of the entire population. In
the previous year~. we had to buv
yearly from 700,000 to,1,0000,000 ton~
of rict'. According to the Minister for
Agriculture and Land Reform, short
of another way out, we sh?-11 have
again to irnr t 700,000 tons of rice.
The :M inister of Economy, who is
optimistic by nature, has of course
a rosier view, He simply thinks that
the more we import, the lower
prices will go down, and that we
ha"'..e to bur only IOO,~ tons! He

is of the opinion that we shall ha·,e
to import only little rice, probably
bt1cause having great confidence in
the Than Nong variety which has
been only cultivaterl on an experimental basis, he has multiplied by
seven its annual output. With the
risks of the pre,ent war, can such a
prevision inspire us with optimism?
Import of goods turns in the same
vicious circle, whether it is direct
aid from the U.S.A. or triangular aid
from Japan, Taiwan or Germany.
Prices are rocketing not because of
ends for food, clothing and everything
necessary to natioPal life. Finally,
U.S. aid does not do any good at
all to urban economy .
U .S. aiJ favouu only a number of
individuals, and it docs not lay any
ba'.sis for economic production. Such
is the fundamental shortcoming of
the U.S. aid policy which is at the
same time its basic purpose: brings
fo r th an economy of consumers instead of an economy of producers.
As a result, Viet 't.;am's economy
finds itself ln a tragic state-the tragic
inability of supporting itself, We do
not dwell on the political tragedy,
for U.S. assistance is with political
strings attached and is used by the
U.S. administration to put pressure
on Vietnamese Governments. These
and those of other countries have
gallen victims to this aid policy. It
is high time for the Vietnamese to
solve themselves their economic problems it they want to survive . To
rely only on imported goods and rice"
for one's food and clothing will
amount to a sort of national suicide.

-~---
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ITALY ...

Nationwide
Strike
ItalJan workers and students in
all parts of the country have recently been holding strikes and
demonstrations on a massive scale
and occupying factories and
schools , with farm labourers and
sharecroppers also going into
action. The struggle against ruthless exploitation and oppression'
by monopoly capital has thus
reached a new high, and the reactionary rule of the Italian ruling
~:~~-s r has been dealt telling

On February 5, well over 18
milllon workers went on a 24-hour
nationwide general strike to protest against the cruel exploitation
by monopoly capital and to demand
better living condJtions. The strike
crippled the entire country's industrial production, hit agriculture
and commerce hard and cost the
monopoly capitalists 56 mUllon
U.S. DOLLARS.
1n Rome, the capital 3,000 striking workers held a rally in a plaza
and then demonstrated in the downto\Yll area. The workers' just
struggle won the warm support of
progressive students, and many
students joined the ranks of the
demonstrating workers. Holding
aloft portraits of the great leader
Chairman Mao, the students
shouted •' Pollt!cal power grows
out of the barrel of a gun'' and
other revolutionary slogans, The
students also carried placards inscribed with quotations from
Chairman Mao to inspire the militant spirit of the workers.
On January 29, forty thousand
attendants of the small filling stations in all parts of Italy went on a
protest strike against exploitation
by the big petrol companies,
Students and workers in Naples
took to the streets together the
same day in a big demonstration
against fascist police repressJon
of demonstrating students . Filled
with indignation, 3,000 demonstrators besieged the local police
station for 90 minutes, demanding
the release of scores of arrested
demonstrators. They valiantly
fought back against bloody police
suppression and wounded 23
pollcemen in the encounter.
1n the northern part of Italy,
workers in River Agno Valley,
Vlcenza Province , held a general
strike on January 30 to show their
solidarity with the 5,000 textile
workers who occupied the woolen

,nlll Ma:.-zotto at Valdagno on January 24. Seven thousand workers
taking part in the general strike
demonstrated outside the Valdagno
town hall. Scores of children from
workers' fam1Ues joined the
demonstration . Slogans on the placards they carried read: ''Mama,
keep on with the struggle I" "Don't
give up, Papa, I stand by your
side!" All shops remained closed.
On February 3, five thousand
residents In Fondi, Latina Province, south of Rom~ held a big
demonstration in protest over the
forcing down of the purchase price
of oranges by the monoply capitalists and their agent, the Italian
Government, The measure to keep
the price down seriously affected
the local residents' livelihood.
All industrial workers in Brindisi, Apulla Region, southern Italy,
went on a 6-day general strike for
higher wages from January 31 to
February S.
1n Trapani, in the Sictly region
of southern Italy , 20,000 farm
labourers and sharecroppers demonstrated on January 27 to protest
against brutal exploitation by cap-

1ta~s~~a:a:':':~gion an imprefsive
demonstration in Catania was
staged by peasants on February
7 in protest over the monopoly
enterprises ' manipulations to get
bigger profits by forcing down the
purchase price of oranges. They
also protested against the government for serving the monopoly
enterprises at the expense of the
peasants• livelihood. The windows
of the prefects' offices were
broken by fruit-throwing demonstrators who besieged the prefectural building . Railway traffic to
and from the city was blocked for
several hours by more than 2,000
demonstrators who occupied the
railway station and sat down on
the tracks.
Students in Naples and Genoa,
Italy's two major port cities,
marched through the streets to
demonstrate against the .rotten
bourgeois educational system, the
government's fraudulent ••reforms" and police suppression.
University and middle school students in Rome, Florence, Palermo,
Triests, Bart, Brindisi, Avellino
and Alessandria occupied their
schools and Bologna university
students battered down the door of
d?e rector's office and occupied it.

U.S. ag ressor f rus tr a te d by D efea t

To Hell With Nixon's 'Benevolence'
Nixon reminds one in his
•1naugural address" of a mountebank trying to hawk his Junk in
highsoundlng terms. Putting up a
hypocritical front, he talked profusely about •uruty• and •freedom.•
asking the American people to exert
their •energies• to make •splendid efforts" and babbling that everyone •go forward together" and that
things should be •done by government and people together."

Nooses Around

gainst racialdi.scrimlnatlonandvtolent repression bas been subjected
time and again to cruel fascist suppresston by the U. S. Government.
This is the meaning of the •freeSince World War II, U.S. imdom· and •untty• Nixon glibly talks perialism has replaced the Gera.bout.
man, Italian and Japanese fascists
About 10 mUlion unemployed and as the world's biggest aggressor,
partially unemployed workers in oppressor and exploiter. It has
the United States go hungry all year formed all kinds of military blocs
round and suffer from winter cold, all over the world, dispatched
This is the •well-being" the U. S. more than one million troops to
Well, well. It seemed as though Government bestows on the people be stationed on foreign soil, and
a vast change had suddenly occurred and the •policy of benevolence • it
set up more than 200 huge m1liwith Nixon taking over the Amert- applies to them.
tary bases abroad to carry out
can presidency. lt seemed as though
he wanted to apply "a policy of
Nixon asks the American peo- wars of aggression and suppress
benevolence" to the American peo- pie to exert their "energies" to make the revolutions of the people of
pie, It seemed as though the Amert- "splendid efforts." To put it blunt- many countries, It spends over
can people could enjoy "freedom", ly, this only means that the work- 80,000 million dollars a year on
would be freed from oppression, ing people are asked co do back- frenzied ar ms expansion and war
exploitation and unemployment, and breaking work like beasts of burwould have bread to eat, provide(\ den so that the monopoly capital preparations. U.S. im~r ia lthey achieved "unity" with the U.S. groups can satisfy their desire to ism dreams of building a huge
Amer ican empire by these means.
Government and exerted their "en- fleece and bleed them white.
ergies" to make "splendid efforts,"
But, as our great leader ChairWhat fine words I
The living conditions of the Uni- man Mao pointed out, ••u.s. imted States today cannot be covered perialism has over -reacheditself.
Is this bow things really are? up by any word juggling by Nixon.
Wherever it commits aggression,
Let the harsh realities of the United States give the answer.
If there is freedom for the ex..:. it puts a new noose around its
plotters, there is no freedom for the neck. It is besieged ring upon ring
Recently the vigorously progres- exploited; if there is democracy by the people of the whole wor ld, "
sive student movement there was for the monopoly capitalist class, By frantically persisting In its
ruthlessly suppressedbylargenum- there is no democracy for the pro- perverse actions, U.S . imperialbers of helmeted police sent by letariat. The •unity• and •freedom• ism ls fast becoming the opposite
the authorities . In the state of Cali- -advertised by Nixon are nothing but
fornia, several hundred studeflts empty bubbles. This clumsy class of what it wishes subjectively.
were arrested by the revolutionary conciliation deceptioncanonlyserve
authorities. This shows up the so- to fully expose the extremely weak
called "freedom" and •unity" which nature of the reactionary Nixon
Nixon tries his utmost to brag Administration and irs dire plight
about.
of being beset with difficulties at
The Afro- American struggle a- , home and. abroad,

BRAZI~ THE RfASONS fOR VIOLENC[

Imperialism's Neck

Bursting Bombs
.
Scatter

DALLAS -- Feb, 23 (AP)Bursting bombs scattered right-wing
hate leaflets In Dallas, Carthage,
TE!x., and Uttle Rock, Ark ,, Saturday night . Damage was believed
to be le~s than $2,000.
The leaflets, right-wing literature directed at socialism and
bureaucracy, bore a "minutemen"
signature and were headed ,.Fight
the Parasites,'' "Stop the Bureaucratic Tyrants," and ''Death to
Socialism".
The bomb blast in Da1las occurred in a parking lot near the
First Baptist Chruch and the
offices of the Internal Revenue
Service.
Toe Uttle Rock blast was in a
parking lot of television station
KTI-:IV. A plane was believed to have
dropped the third bomba.t Carthage. A number of cars were damaged,

ALL POWER
TO THE
PEOPLE

~---~
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creasing number of young worke['s,
students and professionals ls developing a clear perspettive of
resistance , of organizing them-

WEST GERMAN S.D.S.
SUPPORTS BLACK PANTHERS
AND BLACK LIBERATION MOVEMENT
Jr

The week after Bobby Hutton
-~
was murdered and EldrWge
•· ...
Cleaver wounded in Aprll 1968 our
,. ... --..-., brother Rudi Outschke, organizer
' : 3:f .
of West German SOS, was shot
~
down and nearly kllled. The revolutonary movement of German
students had spread to other parts
of our society, Mobilizing young
workers and high school students
had become a veritable threat to
the power elites. They responded
with whipped-up hysteria in the
mass media and with terror. The
same week the Un-American Activities Committee proposed concentration camps for black milltants in the U.S . the German Parliament debated a proposal calling
for preventive arrest of demonstrators. The newspapers of the
Karl Dietrich Wolff, 26, was Sl(S' national chairman until the
Springer press trust , a monopqly
end of 1968. He is right now on a speaking tour in this country to
with reactionary views like the
raise funds for more than 2,000 political trials pending against
Oakland Tribune had asked that
SOS or ganizers. While in Los Angeles, LA. police harassed him,
student radicals be "rubbed out"' .
arresting him for an afternoon on made-up charges of suspicion
When Rudi Dutschke was shoe they
to have stolen a car.
wanted us to believe they had nothing to do with it. But the moveDemonstrators trying to stop with their bodies a truck with
ment understood - and answered.
copies· bf Springer newspapers during the blockade of the delivery
During Easter - 1968 more than
of the Springer Press (Easter 1968 in Essen). On both sides:
150,000 young workers, students
demonstrators fighting against the police who try to break up the
from universities and high schools
sit-in.
blocked the delivery of the Springer
hate press for two days . They
tried to club us down, teargas us,
disband us with mounted police.
But we resisted,
We believe you don't change a
situation by protesting verbally,
you don't impress your opprssors
by appealing to them, that even
passivity doesn't make them less
~ brutal. Those who believe in a
monopoly of the state to use force
have been unmasked . We wlll be
liberated. We will cake up the
means necessary.
The same power elites are restored in West Germany today
which helped German fascism rise .
There is a dangerous development
of institutional fascism inside the
''democratic'' institutions. lt does
not need the goose-step. It does not
need the Nazi uniform. An in-

i
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selves.

CRISES-RIDDEN U.S.
IMPERIALIST WILL
NOT
LAST
LONG

We are not yet organized as well
as the oppressive minorities which
control the vast majorities of our
peoples. We do not have the international links yet with our
brothers and sisters in struggle U.S. imperialism can find no solu&broad. Yet, an initiative has been tion to its daily growing d.lfflculstarted to destroy the unholy al- tles at home and abroad, nor can
Uance of Nixon & De Gaulle & it extricate itself from rapidly
Klesinger Inc. through an inter- developing po 11 tic al, economic,
national campaign against the re- military and cultural crises. This
newal of the NA TO treaty thls is the awful mess new U.S. Imyear.
'-Perla list chieftain Richard Nixon
The Soziallscischer Deutscher has inherited from his prccedesStudentenbund - sex:; - (German sor, Lyndon Johnson. In thesecirSociallst Students' League), the cumstances, Nixon has had co adstrongest groupofWestGermany's mit in dismay that ''there are a
rad.lcal left, extends our fraternal number of problems which this
greetings to the Black Panther administration confronts; each reParty and its members. We know quires urgent attention" and "it
that the success of your struggle is very difficult to single one out
is also a victory for us as every and put it above the other,"
blow to imperialism is a victory
Finding themselves in an Imfor the peoples of the world. As we passe and on their lase legs, the
see the liberation movement in the U.S. monopoly capitalist groups
third world, In VietnamandGuata- thrust the Republican Nixon into
mala, ln Angola and in Bolivia, power to get U.S. imperialism out
destroy Imperialism from the out- of its crises. But statements beside it ts our duty to take up the fore the after taking office show
struggle in the heart of imperial- that not only has he no panacea
ism. Since the May Revolt in to offer, but he is in fact at a loss
France the masses of the op::r about what to do in the face of the
pressed, the working people in cap- grave crises. This brought on the
itallst "mother countries" have Western press wa1Ung that "the
finally started to act .
Nixon Administration is already
venceremos I
in a state of crisis before it beVictory shall be ours.
gins work .''

,

Remember Brother Malcolm
~ ~~l;

s.'
•·v,

BOOKS
COMPLETE MARXIST WORKS
Black Struggle &Colonial Revolution, Labor plus
Literature frorn Vietnam
&Cuba
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October 1966 Black Panther
Party Platform and Program

What We Want
What We Believe
1. \Ve want freedom. \Ve want power to determine the destiny of our

Black Community.

5. \Ve want education for our people tha t exposes the true nature of this
decadent American society. We want education that teaches us our true
history and our role in the present-day society.

We believe that black people will not be free until we are able lo deterWe believe in an educational system that will give to our people a knowl-

mine our destiny.

edge of self. If a man does not have knowledge of himself and his position
in society and the world, then he has little chance to relate to anything
else.
6. We want all black men to be exempt from military service.

We believe that Black people should not be forced to fight in the military service to defend a racist government that does not protect us. We

will not fight and kill other people of color in the world who, like black
people, are being victimized by the white racist government of America.
We will protect ourselves from the force and violence of the racist police
and the racist military, by whatever means necessary.

7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and MURDER
of black people.

We believe we can end police brutality in our black community by organizing black self-defense groups that are dedicated to defending our
black community from racist police oppression and brutality. The Second
Amendment to the Constitution of the United States gives a right to bear
arms. We therefore believe that all black people should arm themselves
for self-defense.
8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state, coun ty
and city prisons and jails.

We believe that all black people should be released from the many
jails and prisons because they have not received a fair and impartial trial.

9. We want all black people when brought to trial to be tried in court by
a jury of their peer group or people from the ir black communities, as
defined by the Constitution of the United States.

We believe that the courts should follow the United States Constitution
so that black people will receive fair trials. The 14th Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to be tried by his peer group. A peer
is a person from a similar economic, social, religious, geographical, en-

FREE HUEY
Minister of Defense, Black Panther Party
2. We want full employment for our people.

We believe that the federal government is responsible and obligated to
give every man employment or a guaranteed income. We believe that if
the white American businessmen will not give full employment, then the
means of production should be taken from the businessmen and placed in
the community so that the people of the community can organize and employ all of its people and give a high standard of living.
~1

3. We want an end to the robbery by the white man of our Black Com·
munity.
We believe that this racist governmeflt has robbed us and now we are

demanding the overdue debt of forty acres and two mules. Forty acres
and two mules was promised 100 years ago as restitution for slave labor

and mass murder of black people. We will accept the payment in currency
which will be distributed to our many communities. The Germans are now

.,- aiding the Jews in Israel for the genocide of the Jewish people. The Germans murdered six million Jews. The American racist has taken part in

the slaughter of over fifty million black people; therefore, we feel that this
is a modest demand that we make.
4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings.

We believe that if the white landlords will not give decent housing to
our black community, then the housing and the land should be made into
cooperatives so that our community, wilh government aid, can build and

make decent housing for its people.

vironmental, historical and racial background. To do this the court will be
forced to select a jury from the black community from which the black
defendant came. We have been, and are being tried by all-white juries
that have no understanding of the "average reasoning man" of the black
community.
10. \Ve want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice and peace.
And as our major political objective, a United Nations-supervised plebiscite to be held throughout the black colony in which on ly black colonial
subjects will be allowed to participate, for the purpose of determining the
will of black people as to their national destiny.
When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one

people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with
another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and
equal station to which the laws of nature and nature's God entitle them, a
decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That, to
'iecure these rights, governments are instituted among men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of
government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new government, laying its
foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as
to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness. Pru-

dence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not
be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience
hath shown, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are
sufferable, than lo right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and unsurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government, and to provide new guards for their future security.

- --- -------~---~--....--~-=~-------------
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RULES OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
CENTRAL HEADQUARTERS
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA .•
E'"cr) memht'r of the BLACK l'AN"I IIER PARTY thrnu1-,:ho111 lhi,
country of rnci-.t Anwrica mu!ol ahidl' by thc,l' rule-.., a, runctiorml mem•

her, of thi., parlJ. CENTRAL COMMI rrEE mcmhcr\, CENI RAI.
STAl•FS, :md UX.'AL STAFl•S, includinJ,: all 1.:a1,1ain., ,ubordinate to
either national. ,late, and local leader.hip of the BLACK PAN 'I HER
PARTY will enforc.·t• thc,e rult">. Un~lh ol' .,u,,pcn-.iou or other di,.
ciplinary action ncce,-.ary for '"iulation of thc,c rule, will dl•pt·nd on
national dcci~ion, b) natio,ml, !<>late or ,talc area, and local commiltcl',
and -,1am, where ,:iid rule or rule., of the BLACK PANTHER PART'i
WERE VIOLATED.
Every member of the party mu .. t know thei.e \<Crbalum by hearl.
And a1>ply them daily, Each mcmbt-r mm,t report any violation of lhe.,e
rule, lo lhcir leadcl"'thip or they arc counter-rl'\Olulionary and are al!<>o
!<oubjccted to .,u.,pen..,ion by the BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

TIIE RULES ARE;
I. No party member can haH narcotic!> or weed in hi!> p~!>e!>!>ion
while doing party work.
2 . Any party member found shooling narcoti~ will be expelled from
this parly.
J. No party member can be DRUNK while doin~ daily party work.
4. No parly member will violate rulei. relating to office work, genernl
meeting., of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY, and meelinw, of lhe

BLACK PANTIIER PARTY ANYWIIERE.
5. No parly member will USE, POINT. or FIRE a weapon of an)
kind unnecessarily or acddcntally :.at an)one.
6. No p-,uly membt-r can join any other :.army force other lhau lhl'

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE/ZIP I

CO UNTRY
MINISTRY OF INFORMATION, BLACK PANTHER PARTY,
• Box 2967, Custom House, San Francisco, CA 94126

PLEASE MAIL CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER TO:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE BLACK PANTHER
BLACK COMMUNITY NEWS SERVICE
PUBUSHED WEEKLY

BY THE

BIACK PANTHER PARTY

EDITORIAL STAFF
OF
THE BLACK PANTHER

CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Political Prisone r:
Mini1ter of Defense
HUEY NEWTON

Minister of Defense
HUEY P. NEWTON

Chairman
BOBBY SEALE

Chairman
BOBBY SEALE

Editor
Minister of Information
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER

Minister of Information
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER

Managing Editor
Deputy Minister of Information
FRANK JONES
Revolutionary Artist
and Lay-out
Mini1ter of Culture
EMORY DOUGLAS

Chief of Staff
DAVID HILLIARD
Field Manhals
UNDERGROUND

BLACK LIBERATION ARMY.
7. No parl) member can ha,c :.a weapon in hi, p~.,e.,.,ion whill'
DRUNK or loaded off narcotic, or wct'd.
8. No party member will conunif any crime., again!.1 other part)
member, or BLACK peoplt.• at all, and cannot .. teal or take from the
peo1>le, not e,en a needle or a pi<'l·c of thread .
·
9. When arre.,ted BLACK PANTHER MEMBERS will ghc onl)
name, addrc'-'>, and will .,ign nothing. Legal fil"'tf aid mu..,t bt- undcl"'ttood
b) all Part) ml'mbcr..
10. The Ten Point Progrnm and plalform of the BLACK PAN.I IIER
PARTY mu..,1 be known and undcr.loOO h) each Part) member.
11. Parl) Communicalion., mu.,I he National and Local.
12. 'lhc 10-10-10-prugram .,hould he known h) all memhl'..., and
af.,u under.loud In all mcmh1..•r,.
13. All 1-'inan~c ollicer. will 01)Cr<.111..' under the juri ..dklion or lhe
Mini.,ln of Finaru:c.
I~. 1<.il ch ~rion will .,ubmil a rcoorl of dail) work.
15. E ac h Sub-S1..•dion Ll•adi•r Si·dion Lt•adl•r, Lieuknanl , and
Capta in mu-.l -.uhmit Da ily rl'l>Orb of work .
16. All Panthcl"'t mu ... 1 learn ·10 01>erntc and .,en ke weapon., corrt·cll) ,
17. All Lcade...,hip pc.-..onncl who expel a mcmm'r 11111 .. 1 ,uhmit thi,
information to lhe~Edit r or the Nc"',papt•r • .,o that it will he puhli,hl'd
in llll' ~pt.·r and "'ill h known h) all d1;1pll'l"'t and hr<Jnchc,.
18. Pollcical E ' ucation Cla,M:., arc mandalOr) for J.\l'ncr.11 nwmhcr•
.. 1ti11.
19. Onl) nffin• pt•...,onncl a!'>.,iJ,\UCd In re.,pcl·lhc oflice, each da:,
,tumid lw lhcrc. All olhe.-.. arc lo .,._.11 papcl"'t and do Political work oul
in lhe communil.}, indudinl,\ Capt~1i1h, Section l.kadel"'t, ell'.
20. C0\1\fl;NJC\ I IONS - all diaplel"'t mu.,t .,uhmit \o\Cl'kl) report., in writinl,\ to the National lleadquartc .....
21. All Brm1ch1..•, mu,t im1,lc11u:11t H.-..1 Aid and/or Medi1..·al Cadrl'"•
22. All Clmptcr... Hr:.mche.,, and componcnb of lhl' HLACK PANr11t:R PART, mm,t .,uhmil a munthl) Financi:il Rc1l0rt lo th1..· r\1ini .. trv nf Hnann , :ind al.,o Utt' Cl'nlr.il ( 'ommi111..•e.
· 2J. E,er)one in a lcmll·r-.hip pu-.i1iu11 11111..,1 rl'ad no k.,., llmn hHI
hour, lll'r da) lo kl'l' P 3hrl'a!->I of lhl' ch:mj.\ing polilk;il .,itu:1linn.
2~. No d1apfcr or branch .,hall accept gr:1111,. ptnert) furul.,, monl')
or an) other aid from an) goH·rrrnu•nf agl'lll'J "ilhoul l·onl :1t·ling the
Nationat' 1lemlquarll'r,,.
25. All dmplcr. mm,I :1dh1..•n· lo lhe polil') and ll1t· ideolog) I.lid
down h) the CEN·1 RAL CO\1/\111 I EE ·or lhc HI.ACK PAN .11-U R

PARr\.
Minister of Education
GEORGE MURRAY

26. All Hr<Jnche., lllll!<ol ,uhrnit "'l'l'kl) n •porf., in "'riling to thl'ir n •.,pecfiH· Chapll'r..

Minister of Finance
MELVIN NEWTON
Co-Editors
BIG MAN
BOBBY HERRON

S POINTS CF
ATTENTION

Minister of Judice

Student Editors
(Po1ition1 Open)

Prime Minister
STOKELY CA~MICHAEL

Di1tribution Manaqer

Communications Secretary
KATHLEEN CLEAVER

Circulation
SAM NAPIER

1

Minister of foreign Affain

Mini1ter of Culture
EMORY DOUGLAS

The editorial and production cost of THE BLACK PANTHER News•
paper have increased considerably. We would like to continue
increasing weekly circulation and our national and intern•·
lion al news coverage. To do this we need your aid. Please send
.us news items, general information, and contributions. Help us
distribute and get new subscriptions to The Black Panther
newspaper. Submit to,

I) Spcal.. polilcl).
2) P<I) f:.1irl) for" hal )OU lrn).

3) Return cHr)lhinl!, )OU borron.
-1) Pa) for <lll)thing )OU danrngc.
5) Do not hil or'" l'ar ~•I pco1>k.
6) Do not d:.1111.igc pro1H·rl) or l·rop, of the 1mor. opprc....,cd m:.1,-.1..•,.
7) Du nol lal..c libcrlic, ,,ilh \\Ol11l'l1.
K) If \H c,u h:1H' to l:.1kl· n11>1hc, do not ill-lrl':11 lhl'm.

3

BLACK PANTHER NEWSPAPER

t)

3106 SHATTUCK AVE.
BERKELEY, CALIF.

t)

MAIN RULES CF
DISCIPLINE

Obt.')' ordl'rs in ;.Ill _your atlions.
Do not t,1kt· a singh- m·t.·dh• or a pit'l'l' of thrt•ad from lht· poor and
OJ)l)rt.',SL'<I 111.ISS(' S.

:;) Turn in l'H'r)lhing l'al>lllrl'd from tht· altal'king t•ncmy.
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SOUL ON ICE?
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"IT IS ONLY A MATTEI\ OF TIME UNTIL
1 THE QUESTION OF
THE
PRISONER'S
DEBT TO SOCIETY
VERSUS SOCIETY'S
DEBT TO
THE
,

j

~ 1111..
PRISONER IS INJECTED FORCEFULLY INTO NATIONAL AND STATE POLITICS, INTO THE CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS STRUGGLE, AND INTO THE
CONSCIOUSNESS OF THE BODY POLITIC. IT IS AN EXPLOSIVE ISSUE
WHICH GOES TO THE VERY ROOT OF AMERICA'S SYSTEM OF JUSTIGE,
THE STRUCTURE OF CRIMINAL LAW, THE PREVAILING BELIEFS AND
ATTIT UDES TOWARD A CONVICTED FELON." (SOUL ON ICE, P.59)
Elchidge Cleaver -made the decision to politically exile himself
~ovembn 27th, on the bRsis that the Adult Authority made an outlaw ded:-ion, and that he h,1,; been d enied hi.; con..;titutional right to due process of
law.
The revocalion of t.:lt•avt>r'~ varol<" w~c: iHt•l(al. hr<•11u~,• no parole
violation wat- committed.

The Adult Authority paroh.~ board has U1ed to maintain that Cleaver
violated h'is parole by having a rifle in his possession, and by associating
with individuals of bad reputation. This contention, we will show, is false.
The Adult Authority version contradicts the Superior Court order itself:

" ... Cleaver's only handling of a firearm (the rifle) was in obedience.
to a police command. He did not handle a hand gun at all. There was nothing one way or the other to show a conspiracy or a situation calling for the
application of the doctrine of aiding and abetting. Hence, nothing support•
ed either the possession of a firearm or the as~ault charge.
As to the charge of association with individuals of bad reputation, the
report indicated that two or three of those named had "police records," but
nothing to show whether any had been convicted of anything, or whether
Cleave r knew of th e ir arrest rt>c:ord." (Superior Court c.t. 137, 138, 140,
Hl.)
Parolee Cleaver was denied due proceH of law by tJeing denied
opportunity to pres~nl his case.

Why was Cleaver returned to prison as aj~rolf: vioJator if documented evidence to the contrary had been presente m his defense? To answer
that que;stion,. one must examine the Adult Authority. This board has the
right to arbitrarily revoke or suspend parole on any individual. At the same
time, the Adult Authority maintains-falsely-that Cleaver has the oppor•
tunity to defend himself at a hearing. This ~s how it works:
"A parole~ is sf!rved with violation charges, is interviewed, is given a
hearing (before the Adult Authority itself, the charging party) at which the.
parolee may "plead' to the parole violation charges, and js• afforded an op•
Portnnity to present his defense."
••At the •hearing' a parolee is .denied the right to coun~e), may not
have an independent and impartial officer to conduct the hearing and make
decision." (Petition for Hearing in the Supreme Court, p: 17)

Not only does the Adult Authority hold secr~t hearings, but it also
i-efuses to notify persons under its jurisdiction of its procedures, or of its
variable definitions of what constitutes a parole violation. This secrecy and
vagueness is in direct violation of federal law which requires agencies to
publish their procedures ..for guidance of the public."
·
"'Petitioner (Cleaver) is immediately and seriously prejudiced by the
Adult Authority's unlawful refusal to publish its regulations, since he is to
be imprisoned by virtue of an action which the Adult Authority still seeks
to garb in this 'veil of secrecy.' (Petition for Hearing in the Supreme Court,
p. 12)
Yes, the Adult Authority acte<l unJm,tly anc.l illegally. lb decision was
an outlaw deci sion. Cleaver had no chanc.:e of obtaining 'Ju~tit"c '' from
these Star Chamber proceedings. \Vhy then wouldn 't the U.S. Supreme
Court hear Cleaver"s case? There are, we believe, three reason s ,-..· hy t11e
<..'a se wasn't accepted. The first is that any fair minded court would ohviou~lv have released Cleaver~ thereby setting a precedent. The second is that
thousands of cases of alleged puole violation from all over California and
other states would be subject to \ eversal. Thirdly, the illegal functioning of
the Adult Authority would come urider attack. The U.S. Supreme Court just
couldn't afford to consider the Cleaver case during this turbulent period.
Eldridge Cleave r is a vi<:tim of naked, shar1wlt ·~.., political pns1~t ·H·
tion. As Judge Slwrwin puts it:
... The uncontradicted evide nce presented to thi s court indi c:atnl
that the petitioner had been a model parolee. The p eril to-hb. parole status·
stemmed from no failure of personal rehabilitation, but from his undue t>loquence in pursuing political gods. goals which were offensive to many of

his contemporaries. Not only was there absence of cause for the cancella•
tion of parole, it was the product of a type of pressure unbecoming, to say
the least, to the law enforcement paraphernalia of this state."
Cleaver is in political exile because a man of his convictions cannot
get justice here. Indeed, if we are to give more than lip service to the conc7 pts of freedom and justice we must support him. The work to get him
discharged from parole must continue. An intense publicity campaign is
necessary now to bring to the public the legal defense and arguments
which were carried to the courts with no satisfaction. We must all work
together to focus attention of this case. This is not an issue of one man's
freedoru, but a broad struggle which affirms the right of all of us to speak
out politically in this country. If Cleaver is not allowed his freedom, it is
just a matter of time until all our freecloms are further reduced. Hi,; is not a
personal struggle but a political one.
S PONSO RS
'f"lrlut//i,1111~/

WRITf R'i

Bertrand Ru,,e ll
J;1me, B:ildwi n
Murray Ke mp1o n
Allen Gin,herg
HerticrtGold
Kay Boyle
O..car Lewi,
Terry Southe rn
Norman Mailer
Le Roi Jo ne~
Lawre nce Ferlinghc ui
Andrew ls.opki nd
Dwight Mac Donald
Donald Duncan
Barhar-,1 Ga~on
Maxwell Gei, mar
Jo hn Gera"i
John Gu nt her
Paul Jacob,
Je\\icaM itfor d
Richard Gilman
Juliu, Le,ter
Rohert Crich1on
D.W. Dupee
Edgar Friede nberg
Marcu, Ra,kin
W.H. Ferry
Jac k Newfie ld
Nat He nthoff
Su,an Sontag
Robert Lowell
Jane Jacob~
Horten\C Cah~her
Harvey O'Connor
T ruma n Nel,o n
C harle, V. Hamilton
Stanley Kuni tz
S11mley Kaufman

)uJi,m Mayficld
Emile Capouya
Tana de Gamel
Muriel Rukey\er
Arth ur Wa,kow
Carlo\ Mon\ivai,
George llitchcock
TillieOl,en
Jean Pau l Sartre
Mr,. Richard Wrigh t
C'hri~liane Rochefort
J ulia Wright Herve
Danie l Guerin
Yve~ Loyer
Gerard C'hal iand
Mourad Bourhou ne
J.Semprun
J ulicn e Minces
DavidWel\ h
TH EAT RE.F il MS.A RTS

Godfrey Cambridge Jule, l""e iffer
o~,ie Davi~
Malvina Reyno ld,
Ruby Dee
Shirley Clarke
Sau l Landau
Ed Bullin,
Gil T urner
O pen Thea1re
Fl~a Knight Tho mpson
John Carpe nte r
Hoher1 Bru,tein
Richard Sehechner
Saul ,Joulieb
Delphine Seyrig
Roger Pie
D ugald S1erme r
R.G. Davi\

1.AIJOR

Jim Le nnon
Sid ney I.e n,
PRO II \SORS

ll an, Koing~herger
A, hley Monlagu
C'onor Crui\C O' Brie n
Dougl.1, F. Doud
DF l--lemini:
C. Wade Savage
Donald Ka li,h
Howard S. Becker
Maurice Zeitlin
Sid ney M Peck
Noa m C hom, ky
Ri cha rd Lich1man
J .B. Neilands
Montgom r y Furth
William Lindner
S tephen S male
Donald 8 . Mc Leod
Cyril F p, tein
Roger Ditt mann
A. K. Bierman
0. Revaul t d'A llo nncs
Madeleine Ri herioux
Laure nt Schwan1.
A. Sohoul
Staugh1on L ynd
MUS IC

David Amram
PO L

rncs

Re ies Lopez Tijerina
J"\C G ray
Floyd Mc Ki,sick
Ja mes f o rman
Julian Bond
Tom Hayden

-Mana Jola,
Deni, Berger
Jol:ov !'ano n
Mrs. Belly S ha h.11.1
Swt.e ly Carmichael
Carl Ogle, hy
Al TO RN f YS

Harr Nier
Le n Ho h
Mal IJurn, ce in
Paul Hal vo nik
Sherwin A. Shay ne
Euge ne Deikman
M Lafue- V eon
M. R. Plas,on Stibtic
Gi~e le Halimi
John Tho rne
PH YS IC IANS

0 ,car Ra mho. M.D.

Philip Shapiro, M. D
Carlton Good le tt , M.D.
Rohe rt E. Greenherg, M. D .
f'DI l"O RS

Angu, Ci1meron
lrving Beimn
Art hur Wa ng
Aar onA, hcr
Joe Fox
Richard Huett
J .R Talbo
Marily nn Meeker
Leo Hu he rm In
Carey McWilliam,
Rohe r! Silve r,
Jo hn J . Simon
Theodore SolotarofT
POLITI C AL PRI SO NER
HUEY NEWTON

. --------------------.

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE TO DEFEND ELDRIDGE CLEAVER

I would like to join the _e!forts of all those who are working to defend El,
dndge Cleaver from pohtical persecution.
Pleclse add my name to the list of sponsors of the International Committee
to Defend Eldridge Cleaver.

I enclose - - - - - to assist the legal expenses and the Committee's
campaign to publicize and promote Eldridge Cleaver"s defense.
I can volunteer some time to help the Committee
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - D a t e

Address
City - - - - - - - - - - - - State - ~ - - - Z i p _ __
Profession _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Organization or Title _ _ _ __

ICDEC, 495 Beach Street, San F'rancisoo, Calif. 94133

Robert Sdieer, Djrector
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HELP
NEEDED

BLACK PANTHER
PAPER
NEEDS:
TYPISTS,
WRITERS,
TYPESETTERS,
STENOGRAPHERS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
ANO OFFICE
EQUIPMENT.

POCKET LA WYER OF
LEGAL FIRST AID
Stop By
National Off ice
3106 Shattuck Ave.,
Berkeley, Calif.
Or Call
845-0103 or (4)

This pocket lawyer is provided as a 'm eans of keeping biack
people up to date on their rights. We are always the first to be
arrested and the racist police forces are constantly trying to pretend that rights are extended equally to all people. Cut this out,
brothers and sisters, and carry it with you. Until we arm ourselves
to righteously take care of our own , the pocket lawyer is what's
happening.
1. If you are stopped and/or arrested by the police, you may re•
main silent; you do not hove to answer any questions about alleged crimes, you should provide your name and addre~s only if
requested (although it is not absolutely clear that you must do so.)
, But then do so, and at all time remember the fifth amendment.
2. If a police officer is not in uniform, ask him to show his identification. He has no authority over you unless he properly identifies himself. Beware of persons posing as police officers. Always
· get his badge number and his name.
3. Police have no right to search your car or your home unless
they have a search warrant, probable cause or your consent. They
may conduct no exploratory search, that is, one for evidence of
crime generally or for evidence of a crime unconnected with the
one you are being questioned about. (Thus, a stop for on auto
violation does not give the right to search the auto.) You are not
required to consent to a search; therefore, you should not consent
and should state clearly and unequivocally that you do not consent,
in front of witnesses if possible. If you do not consent, the police
will have the burden in court of showing probably cause. Arrest
may be corrected later.
4 . You may not resist arrest forcibly or by going limp, even if you
are innocent. To do so is a separate crime of which you con be convicted even if you are acquitted of the original charge. Do not resist arrest under any circumstances.
5. If you are stopped and/or arrested, the police may search you
by patting you on the outside of your clothing. You can be stripped
CALIFORNIA AND FEDERAL GUN LAWS
of your personal possessions. Do not carry anything that includes
This article is to serve as a guide for the members of the BLACK PANTHER PARTY and is not to
the name of your employer or friends.
be construed as a substitute for competent legal counsel.
7. Do not engage in "friendly" conversation with officers on the
12001 -- A concealable firearm is any firearm having a barrel less than 12 inches in length.
way to or at the station Once you are arrested, there is little like12025 -- Any person caught with a concealable firearm CONCEALED on their person or within any
lihood that anything you soy will get you released.
vehicle is guilty of a misdemeanor.
8. As soon as you havf' been booked, you have the right to com12026 -- No license is required for any citizen 18 years or over to keep a legal weapon in their
plete at least two phone calls-one to a relative, friend or attorney,
home or place of business. C5ome weapons require federal r ee-ts tratton.,
•
~ ....
the otb_er to a bail bondsman. If you can, call the Black Panther
12027 -- Persons exempt from Section 120'15 includes members of any chili or organization orParty, 845-0103 (845-0104), and the Party will post bail if possible
ganized for the purpose of practicing shooting at targets upon established target ranges, whether public or . private, while such members are using firearms upon. such target ranges, or while going to and
9. You must be allowed to hire and see an attorney im;,,ediately.
from such ranges.
10. You do not hove to give any statement to the police, nor do
12031 -- Except as provided in subdivision (b), every person who carries a loaded firearm on his
you have to sign any statement you might give them, and therefore
person or in a vehicle while in any public place or on any public street in any Incorporated city or I you should not sign anything. Take the Fifth and Fourteenth
~~ aa:i:::a!!:~e or on any public street in a prohibited area of unincorporated territory is guilty
Amendment~, because you cannot be forced to testify against
yourself.
(b) Persons who are using target ranges for the purpose of practice shooting with a firearm, or
11 . You must be allowed to post bail in most cases, but you must
who are members of shooting clubs while hunting on the premises for such clubs.
be able to pay the bail bondsmen's fee . If you cannot pay the fee,
(c) In order t.o determine whether or not a firearm is loaded, pigs are authorized to examine any
you
may ask the judge to release you from custody without bail or
firearm carried by anyone on bis person or in a vehicle while in any public place. Refusal to allow a
pig to inspect a firearm constitutes probable cause for arrest.
to lower your bail, but he does not hove to do so.
12. The police must bring you into court or release you within 48
hours after your arrest (unless the time e?ds on a week-end or a
(h) Nothing in this section is intended to preclude the carrying of any loaded firearm, under
holiday, and they must bring you before a judge the first day court
is in session.)
circumstances where it would be otherwise be lawful, by a person who reasonably believes that
13. If you do no' have the money to hire an attorney, immedi•
the person or property of himself or another is in immediate danger and that the carrying of such
ately
ask the police to get you an attorney without charge.
a weapon is necessary for the preservation of such person or property.
14. If you have the money to hire a private attorney, but do nol
know of one, call the National Lawyers' Guild or the Alameda
(j) Nothing in this section shall prevent any person from having a loaded weapon, U it is other- I County Bar Association (or the Bar Association of ydur county) and
wise lawful, at his place of residence, including any temporary residence or campsite.
furnish you with the name of an attorney who practices criminal
12552 -- Every person who furnishes any firearm, air gun, or gas-operated gun, designed to fire a
laW.
bullet, pellet or metal projectile, to any minor under the age of 18 years, without the expressed or impif€cf permission of the parent or legal guardian of the manor, is guilty of a misdemeanor.
12560 -- Any felon who owns, has in his possession or ullder his custode or control any firearm
is punishable by imprisonment in the State Prison not exceeding 15 years, or in a county jail not exceeding one year and/or by a fine not exceeding $500.

Give Your Time And
Talent To The Black
Liberation Movement
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BLACK PEOPLE:
KEEP YOUR GUNS
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BLACK BOOKS

I

FEDERAL LAW

(1) Title X of the Civil Rights Act provides that anyone who demonstrates, manufacturers, transports. or teaches the use of firearms, explosives, or incendiary devices for use in riots or civil
disorders may be imprisoned for up to 5 years and fined $10,000.
(2) Title VU of the Crime Conttol Act states that felons, veterans discharged other than honorably,
mental incompetent, aliens illegally in the United States, or former U.S. citizens who have renounced
their citizenship, who possess, receive, or transport interstate any firearm may be punished by a
fine of $10,000,
(3) The National Firearm Act requires that a$200tax be paid on each ttansfer of any fully automatic
firearm, rifles with barrels under 16 inches, shotguns with barrels under:; 18 in~es, any rifle or shotgun under 26 inches overall, or silencers. The Act also requires that the $200 tax be paid on the making of any fireai:m that meets the specifications listed above.

I

THE FOLLOWING LAWS BECAME EFFECTIVE ON DECEMBER 16, 1968

(1) Only a licensed manufacturer or dealer may ship or transport interstate any firearm (other
than a rifle or a shotgun) or any ammunition to anyone but a licensed dealer or manufacturer. (Ucensed importers may also ship and receive all firearms and ammunition interstate ,)
(2) No one but a licensed dealer, manufacturer, or importer may receive in his state of residence
any firearm (other than a rifle or shotgun) that has been obtained by him outside his state of residence.
(3) Only a licensed dealer, manufacturer, or importer may give, ttade, transfer, transport, or
deliver any firearm (other than a rifle or shotgun to anyone living in another state.)
(4) To receive or transport into any state a firearm that cannbt be legally purchased in that state
ts a federal offense.
(S) Only a licensed dealer, importer, or manufacturer may ship or transport in interstate commerce
any fully automatic weapon or any sawed-off shotgun or rifle.
This article is not intended as a substitute for competent legal counsel.

PHONE, (415) 658-0~3(>
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5800 GROVE ST. OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
- FHE PARKING WHILE SHOPPING-
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"IMPORTANTu- BLACK
STUDENT UNIONS

IO POINT PROGRAM
AND PLATFORM OF THE
BLACK STUDENT UNIONS
We want an education for our peoyle that exposes the true nature or this
decadent American society. We want an education that teaches us our true
history and role in the present day society.
,.,_
We believe in an educational system that will give our people a knowledge of
self. If a man does not have knowledge or himsel( and his position in society
and the world, then he has little chance to relate to anything else.
I.
WE WANT FREEDOM. WE WANT POWER TO DETERMINE THE
DESTINY OF OUR SCHOOL.

We believe that we will not be free within the schools to get a decent
education unless we are able to have a say and determine the type of
education that will affect and determine the destiny of our people.
2.
WE WANT FULL ENROLLMENT IN THE SCHOOLS FOR OUR
PEOPLE.

The BLACK STUDENTS UNIONS have formed a state wide Union
or B.S.U.'s, and are In the proc~ of organizing on a national level. We
call upon all BLACK STUDENTS to unite.
~
If your BLACK STUDENTS UNION hasn't become a member of this
UNION or BLACK STUDENTS UNIONS send a letter or telegram glvin1
information about your B.S.U. and the conditions that exist within your
area. Become a part of a united movement of 8.S.U.'s and stop movln&
on an individual bases. Together w.c will become the most effective organization on this earth;.divided we are weak.
Send your Jetter to:
BLACK STUDENTS UNION
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
3106 SHATTUCK ST.
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

·t,

We believe that the city and federaJ government is responsible and
obligated to give every man a decent education.
3.
WE WANT AN END TO THE ROBBERY BY THE WHITE MAN OF
OUR BLACK COMMUNITY.

We believe that this racist government has robbed us of an education. We
believe that this racist capitalist government has robbed the Black Community
of its money by forcing us to pay higher taxes for less quality.
4.
WE WANT DECENT EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES, FIT FOR THE
USE OF STUDENTS.

We believe that if these businessmen will not give decent facilities to our

~~!,

~~~:u~!~dssc:ro~!~hf:: \~~ti~~::s r::i~~h:~~ f;~~~!~e~:too~~! ~:~
community, with government aid, so the community can develop a decent and
suitable educational system.

5.
WE WANT AN EDUCATION FOR OUR PEOPLE THAT TEACHES
US HOW TO SURVIVE IN THE PRESENT DAY SOCIETY.

We believe that if the educational system does not teach us how to survive
in society and the world it loses its meaning for existence.
6.
WE WANT ALL RACIST TEACHERS TO BE EXCLUDED AND
RESTRICTED FROM ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

We believe that ir the teacher in a school is acting in racist fashion then
that teacher is not interested in the welfare or development of the students
but only in their destruction.
·
7.
WE WANT AN IMMEDIATE END")TO POLICE BRUTALITY AND
MURDER OF BLACK PEOPLE. WE WANT ALL POLICE AND SPECIAL
AGENTS TO BE EXCLUDED AND RI-:STRICTED FROM SCHOOL
PREMISES.

We believe that there should be an end to harasment by the ~ce
department of Black peopte. We believe that if all of the police were pulled
out or the schools, the schools would become more functional.
8.
WE WANT ALL STUDENTS THAT HAVE BEEN EXEMPT,
EXPELLED, OR SUSPENDED FRO"! SCHOOL TO BE REINSTATED.

We believe all students should be reinstated because they haven't received
fair and impartial judgment or have beet:i put out because of incidents or
situations that have occured outside or the schools authority.
9.
WE WANT ALL STUDENTS WHEN BROUGHT TO TRIAL TO BE
TRIED IN STUDENT COURT BY A JURY OF THEIR PEER GROUP OR
STUDENTS OF THEIR SCHOOL.

We believe that the e-student €'o~ts should follow the United States
Constitution so that students can receiv'~ a fa.ir trial. The 14th Amendment of
the U.S. Constitution gives a man a right to be tried by a jury of his peer
group. A peer is a person from a similar economical, social, religious,
geographical, environmental, historical and racial background To do this the
court would be forced to select a jury of students from the community from
which the defendent came. We have been and are being tried by a white
principal, vice-principal, and white students that have no understanding of the
"average reasoning man" or the Black Community.
IO.
WF. WANT POWER, · ENROLLMF.NT, EQUIPMENT, EDUCATION,
TEACHERS, JUSTICE, AND PEACE.

As our major political objective, an assembly for the student body, in
which only the students will be allowed to particip'ate, for the purpose of
detennining the will of the students as to the school's destiny.
We hold these truths as being self-evident, that all men are created equal ,
that they are endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. To secure these
rights within the schools, governments are instituted among the students,
deriving their just powers Crom the consent of the governf>d, that whenever
any form of student government becomes destructive to these ends, it is the
right of the students to alter o r abolish it and to institute new government,
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its power in such form
as to them shall seem most likely to effect the ir safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not
be changed for light and transient causes, and accordingly all experiences have
sho~n, that mankind are more liable to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than
to right themselves by abolishing tht! fosm s to which they are accu stomed. But
when a long train of abuses and force, pursuing invariably the same object,
reveals a design to reduce them to absolute destruction, it is their right, it is
their duty , to throw off such a government and to provide new guards for
their future security.

r~•.1.t. t.•.•,1,u
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NEEDED: TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
MINISTER OF DEFENSE, HUEY P. NEWTON SAYS,
"THE SPIRIT OF THE PEOPLE IS GREATER THAN
THE MAN'S TECHNOLOGY "

I
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BUT TO MOST EFFECTIVELY COMBAT THE INJUSTICES OF THE PIG-STRUCTURE, THE SPIRIT OF THE
PEOPLE SHOULD LEAD THEM TO DEVELOP TECHNOLOGY GREATER THAN THE "MAN'S!" THEN WE
WILL MINIMIZE OUR LOSSES WHILE WE WAGE THE
REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE)
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BROTHERS, SISTERS, AND ALLIES IN THE
REVOLUTION - WE NEED ALL TYPES OF
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MINIITTER OF DEFEN~E

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

- - - - - Pl •o~eCl ipondMai l to , - - - - - - -

FOR DEFENSE
FOR FINANCING
FOR OFFICE WORK
FOR TRANSPORTATION
FOR HEALTH AND FIRST AID

HUEY P. NEWTON DEFENSE FUND
P. 0 . BOX 318
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94701
Nome _ _ _ _ __,,__ _ __ _ __

INTERESTED PARTIES SHOULD ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE.TO:

addreH - - - --

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION

1 ~ledge $ - -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

city - -- - -

- - - - - - --

lndoaed You Will Find $

BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

HUEY POSTER $1 .00
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BREAKFAST FOR
SCHOOL CHILDREN
OAKLAND, ~alifornla - - TIH' Nat1onal Advisory Calllnt>l to thP
nt::irk PanthPr Party fs working with and ror Sl.Augusttrie Episcopal
Clnirl:h·s pr ogr;tm: hreakrast In thl' morning ror Oakland·s school
c11ti<lrl'n In lhP htar-k communltv.
All chlldr('n in ~ram 11;\r s::hools and groN!ng young adults In
Jurilor 111~11 S-:-hoals ran rf'f't•lvf' frrP, FULL BREAKFASTS in the
mornht~s hPf01'<' tht>v go lo sehool . Tht> fi r st or there b r Pakra.sts
wlll t>x lsl o,1i> ho'Jr hi>(orf' s-.::!1001 hours at st. Au~usllnt>'s Church,
27th :rnd W<>si. and lhf' ntack com·uunfty Centf'r , at 42nd and Gr ovf'
SlrPl'ts, .l:."VEHY SCHOOL MORNING.
ThP National Allvlsun· Cahlnrt and church mrmbns are calllng
oa all mo~hPrs and o~hr,rs who want to work wtth this r Pvolutlonary
p1·ogr,lln of m:1ktn.~ surP th1t cklr ~·oun1t havf' run stomachs before
•rnn~ to school . The scJ1ools and th{' BoJrd or Ed..1catlon should have
h·1d this proiram lnstllutrd a lo,1i tim1• ago. How can our ch ildren
lNlrn anythinJ whli'n mo3t o~ thf'lr stom:ichs a r e empty? Black
pi'OPIP In the S l ark Communltv-moth<>rs , wel!ar P reciple-nts , grand mofhf'r1-., iroardlaus, and ochr>rs who are t r ying to raise ch ildr Pn In
t!H' h:acl< co.nmunlty whf'rP rarls~s oppress us - arf' askt-d to come>
ro,th to work a:.11 supportthlsnPC'dr•dprogram. so.il food : grits , pggs,
brf>;,r!, and mf' al for lhf' stomachs ts wh£"re it's at when it com<>s to
prop('rly prf'partng oJr children for f'ducatton. LET'S DO IT NOW.
Suppo;-t this community program.
Tho3e who want to voluntf'f'r lhf'lr wor k evt-ry mor ning or f'Ve r y
o~her morni ng can romi' to th<> BLACK PANTHER PARTY CENTRAL
HEAD';!UARTERS at 310G .Sllattuck Ave., Berkeley or contact Father
Niel at lhf'Sf' nu m'.::10?rs: 5'34-G-584 . P~3- 1016. Intn Psled perso~, s may
also conta<'l Ruth Bl'Ck(ord Smith al 893-8211 or sign up with other
com:nuntty PPOPIPS and citizens for ru n stom:ichs ancl better education or black rh lldre-n.
W\J ur g<' as JT\any mn~lwrs and otht>r black cittzf'ns as possible to
u1itf' with this CO MMlJNIT'f-BLACK PANTHER PROGRAM. We arP
also askln~ all buslnPSSf'S lhrou~houl lhf' black community to donate
thf' nPcessary food and ut(•uslls to pr(•parf> lhf' foods for our chtldr en.
CJll lhP B)n-::l< PaulhPr Ofrlcp al. 84::i-0 103 or 845-0104. Everything of
valuf' donatpd to BREAKF' AST FOR CH ILDREN ls tax deductable.
Jtem'i or funds nuy bt> sent c/o st. AugustlnP Episcopal Church. Just
let us know, ho~h hta-:k ax:I while r:om muntu<•s and cltlzens, what
you l"an do:ntf' tn mo,wy, ti mf', f'tc.
T hank you

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967 , CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

NOW AVAILABLE.

ESSAYS
FROM THE

MINISTER OF DEFENSE

-----·------------

by

HUEY P. NEWTON

BREAKFAST FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN

WITH FORCEFUL INTRODUCTION BY
J WOULD LU< E T O DONATE•
SEND DONATIONS TO ST. AUGUSTIN E' S
EPISCO P AL CHURC~I, 2624 WEST ST. , OAKLAN D

GEORGE MURRAY
BLACK PANTHER
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

• Mon(>y

Enc losed is s _____
0 T l mP
O Food or UlPnslls - State Kind and ouanttty Below

--ONLY 75c __
OU7 -OF-STATf: ORIJ/:RS. SIJIO
f i11c/11dl'., po.,tagl' & handling!
AVAILABLE AT ALL

If Business inc ludf' fo r
your t ax exPmption

BLACK PANTHER PARTY OFFICES

Na mf'

MAIL-ORDERS MAY BE SENT TO,
(NOTE, PLEASE INCLUDE 10' FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING!

A1jress

Cit••

Statf'

Z ip

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BOX 2967, CUSTOM HOUSE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94126

MAKE CHECKS TO, BFSC - ST. AUCUSTINES CHURCH
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